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If You Make or Buy a Fake COVID-19 Vaccination 
Record Card, You Endanger Yourself and Those 
Around You, and You Are Breaking the Law  

The Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Inspector General 
(HHS-OIG) and the FBI are advising the public to be aware of individuals 
selling fake COVID-19 vaccination record cards and encouraging others to 
print fake cards at home.  Fake vaccination record cards have been 
advertised on social media websites, as well as e-commerce platforms and 
blogs. 

Vaccination record cards are intended to provide recipients of the COVID-
19 vaccine with information about the type of vaccine they received, and 
when they may be able to receive a second dose of the vaccine. If you did 
not receive the vaccine, do not buy fake vaccine cards, do not make your 
own vaccine cards, and do not fill-in blank vaccination record cards with 
false information. By misrepresenting yourself as vaccinated when 
entering schools, mass transit, workplaces, gyms, or places of worship, you 
put yourself and others around you at risk of contracting COVID-19. 
Additionally, the unauthorized use of an official government agency’s seal 
(such as HHS or the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)) is a 
crime, and may be punishable under Title 18 United States Code, Section 
1017, and other applicable laws. 

Because individuals may use fake vaccine cards to misrepresent themselves 
as vaccinated, we strongly encourage businesses, schools, places of 
worship, and government agencies to follow CDC guidance and continue to 
maintain social distancing and use personal protective equipment. 
If you did receive the vaccine, we recommend you do not post photos of 
your vaccine card to social media websites—your personal information 
could be stolen to commit fraud. For more information about the dangers 
of sharing your vaccination status on social media, see 

https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices/elpaso/news/press-
releases/fbi-el-paso-warns-about-not-posting-your-cdc-covid-19-
vaccination-card-on-social-media-platforms 

https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/blog/2021/02/social-media-no-place-covid-
19-vaccination-cards

http://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/blog/2021/02/social-media-no-place-covid-19-vaccination-cards
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/blog/2021/02/social-media-no-place-covid-19-vaccination-cards
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: (U) On 26 March, a woman 
pleaded guilty to one count of transmitting highly 
classified national defense information to a foreign 
national who she believed would provide the information 
to Hizballah. [pg. 10]


UNITED KINGDOM: (U) On 23 March, a man was 
convicted of three counts of possessing materials likely 
to be useful to a person committing or preparing an act 
of terrorism.  [pg. 10]


UNITED KINGDOM: (U) On 30 March, a 16-year-old 
supporter of a ‘far-right’ organization pleaded guilty to 
multiple counts. [pg. 10]


AUSTRALIA: (U) On 26 March, three men pleaded guilty 
to multiple terrorism charges and were planning to 
conduct an ISIS-inspired attack. [pg. 10]


AUSTRALIA: (U) On 25 March, two men were arrested 
during CT operations for their involvement in facilitating 
travel to Syria. [pg. 11]


GERMANY: (U) On 24 March, a German national was 
arrested at the Berlin airport and charged with being a 
member of ISIS. [pg. 11]


DENMARK/GERMANY: (U) On 25 March, seven 
individuals were charged with terrorism offenses, 
with explosive precursors discovered at connected 
residences in Germany. [pg. 12]


MOZAMBIQUE: (U) On 24 March, ISIS launched a 
coordinated attack targeting multiple locations in Palma. 
[pg. 13]


MOROCCO: (U) On 25 March, the BCIJ conducted 
an operation in collaboration with Morocco’s General 
Directorate of National Security and the US, which 
disrupted a four-member ISIS-linked cell in Oujda. 
[pg. 13]


INDONESIA: (U) On 28 March, a married couple 
conducted a suicide attack at a church in Makassar. 
[pg. 14]
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(U) 3D-PRINTED WEAPONS AND VIOLENT EXTREMIST EXPLOITATION: (U) On 9 October 2019, German national 
Stephan Balliet used homemade weapons, including 3D-printed components, in his attack against a synagogue and a kebab 
shop in Halle, Germany. In his manifesto, he noted his primary aim was to “prove the viability of improvised weapons” and 
inspire likeminded extremists to research, develop, and deploy 3D-printer technology for future attacks. (WSJ, LAWFARE, 
RAND, DOE, WP, MATMATCH, ATF, HUFFINGTON POST, WP, GNET, AP, US DISTRICT COURT, UK CT POLICING, 
INDEPENDENT, BBC, 18 USC CH. 44, H.R.4445, CA 857, NJ 2465, WA SHB1739)
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1


10


2, 3, 6, 7


4,5
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(U) REVIEW OF CHEMICAL PRECURSORS TO SEVERAL PEROXIDE-BASED EXPLOSIVES (U) Homemade Explosives 
(HME) and their respective chemical precursors pose a significant risk to first responders. Outreach, information 
sharing, and cooperation between federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial public safety officers along with private 
sector partners are critical in developing a strategic approach in preventing and mitigating HME attacks. (JCAT) 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/is-3-d-printing-the-future-of-terrorism-11572019769

https://www.lawfareblog.com/right-wing-extremists-new-weapon

https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE283.html

http://www.energy.gov/articles/how-3d-printers-work

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2018/national/3-d-printed-guns/

https://matmatch.com/blog/how-expensive-is-metal-3d-printing/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=ZL7y3YNUbiY&feature=youtu.be

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/3d-guns-atf_n_4269303

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/despite-ruling-on-3-d-printed-guns-it-remains-legal-to-make-your-own-gun-at-home/2018/08/01/581ca5a6-95c9-11e8-a679-b09212fb69c2_story.html

https://gnet-research.org/2021/01/07/3d-printed-guns-untraceable-firearms-and-domestic-violent-extremist-actors/

https://apnews.com/article/db2703c3882d430a95eda5c16ff0a044

https://extremism.gwu.edu/sites/g/files/zaxdzs2191/f/Timothy John Watson Indictment.pdf

https://www.counterterrorism.police.uk/essex-teenager-charged-with-six-terrorism-offences/

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/neo-nazi-terror-attack-3d-guns-b1782179.html

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-essex-55764721

https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title18/part1/chapter44&edition=prelim

https://www.congress.gov/bill/100th-congress/house-bill/4445

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160AB857

https://www.njleg.state.nj.us/2018/Bills/S2500/2465_R1.HTM

http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2019-20/Pdf/Bill Reports/House/1739-S HBR FBR 19.pdf?q=20210211070300
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(U) 3D-Printed Weapons and Violent Extremist Exploitation 


(U) Summary


(U) On 9 October 2019, German national Stephan Balliet used 
homemade weapons, including 3D-printed components, in his 
attack against a synagogue and a kebab shop in Halle, Germany. 
In his manifesto, he noted his primary aim was to “prove 
the viability of improvised weapons” and inspire likeminded 
extremists to research, develop, and deploy 3D-printer 
technology for future attacks.


(U) Recent cases, including Balliet’s attack, indicated that violent 
extremist groups are interested in producing 3D-printed firearms 
and firearm component parts in order to bypass registration 
requirements and avoid police detection. 


(U) The Gun Control Act of 1968 allowed for firearms 
manufacturing for personal use, though according to the 
Undetectable Firearms Act of 1988 they must be detectable by 
metal-detectors. Some states enacted additional state laws to 
address concerns regarding 3D-printed weapons.


(U) 3D Printing Background


(U) Additive manufacturing, a.k.a. 3D printing, described 
types of advanced manufacturing that are used to create 
three-dimensional structures out of plastics, metals, polymers, 
and other materials. These materials are added layer by layer in 
real-time based on a digital design.


(U) 3D printing uses virtual blueprints called Computer-Aided 
Design (CAD) files. CAD files can be downloaded through 
publicly available websites, paid subscriptions, or on the dark 
web. Technically advanced users can create their own CAD files.


(U) Prior to 2009, the majority of 3D printers were for industrial 
use. In the past decade, however, many of the patents on critical 
parts of this technology expired. Once the printers became 
more affordable, they began to attract commercial and personal 
users. The simplicity and low cost of 3D printers, combined with 
the scope of their potential creations, has significant potential 
security and counterterrorism implications.


(U) One particular area of concern is the ability to create 
3D-printed weapons, a.k.a. privately made firearms (PMF) or 
“ghost guns,” as well as firearm components. Those concerns 
included the ability to evade security systems with weapons made of plastic, the potential to bypass background checks, and 
the general safety of using 3D-printed guns.


(U) Image of Balliet’s partially 3D-printed plastic “Luty” 
submachine pistol as shown in his manifesto. (BALLIET MANIFESTO)


(U) Example of a data-sharing website where users share CAD files for 
3D-printed weapons and weapon components (TRACE)
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(U) The quality of material used by most 3D printers is not durable enough to reliably handle the stresses a firearm must 
endure. 3D printers that fabricate with metal do exist but are expensive, costing anywhere from $120,000 to approximately 
$1 million. However, the technology is evolving and new materials could make stronger fabrications.


 ■ (U) In May 2013, an Austin, TX-based non-profit released a CAD file for the first almost entirely 3D-printed handgun, 
called the Liberator. The handgun shot a single .380 ACP round. The only non-3D-printed parts were the firing pin, the 
bullet, and a 3.7-ounce block of steel to ensure the handgun met federal regulations.


 ■ (U) While functional in the non-profit’s demonstration, a November 2013 Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 
Explosives (ATF) video showed one of the two Liberators they tested exploding when fired. However, at the press 
conference after the test, USPEREarl Griffith, Chief of the ATF Firearms Technology Branch, declared it “a lethal weapon.”


(U) 3D printing can also produce critical parts for 
semi-automatic weapons. For example, using a 3D printer to 
manufacture the lower receiver of an AR-15 would make the 
firearm difficult to trace, since that is the only component 
requiring a serial number and a background check to purchase.


(U) It is unclear how many homemade weapons are made each 
year, because many of them are not registered and most parts 
do not carry serial numbers that would enable tracking.


(U) Violent Extremist Development of 3D-printed Guns


(U) Both international and domestic violent extremists have 
expressed interest in and support for homemade, and 
particularly 3D-printed, firearms and their component parts. Member of extremist groups believe using 3D-printed firearms 
and components in attacks will make the weapons more difficult to trace and help extremists avoid police detection.


 ■ (U) On 16 September 2019, Washington State authorities seized firearms belonging to USPERKaleb Cole, a leader in the 
neo-Nazi group Atomwaffen Division (now known as the National Socialist Order), under the state’s red-flag law. Cole 
allegedly used a 3D printer to manufacture lower receivers for semiautomatic weapons. Cole was not charged with a 
crime but under the Extreme Risk Protection Order was required to surrender all firearms to the police.


 ■ (U) On 17 November 2020, the US Government accused USPERTimothy Watson* of illegally manufacturing and selling 
3D-printed plastic components of automatic rifles through his now-defunct website. Through this front company, Watson 
purported to sell “3D-printed innocuous hooks,” which the indictment alleged were actually designed to convert a legal 
semi-automatic rifle into a fully automatic machine gun. The indictment claimed that Watson knowingly manufactured, 
advertised, and sold these illegal, 3D-printed “drop in auto sears” to domestic anti-government extremists, specifically 
members of the Boogaloo movement.  


 ■ (U) On 3 January, UK authorities charged an unnamed British teenager with six terrorism-related offenses. He is accused 
of providing information and funding for the manufacture of two 3D-printed firearms in furtherance of an allegedly 
neo-Nazi inspired terrorist plot. His trial will begin on 7 June.


(U) Laws Regarding the Manufacturing of Firearms


(U) Chapter 44 of the US Gun Control Act of 1968 allows individuals to manufacture firearms for personal use, as long as that 
individual is not prohibited from owning firearms. This includes producing 3D firearms and firearm parts that would otherwise 
be serialized and regulated if purchased commercially.


* (U) The charges listed are currently allegations. As in any criminal case, the defendant is presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law. 


(U) 3D-printed firearm components (WP)
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(U) However, according to the Undetectable Firearms Act of 1988, it is illegal to manufacture, import, sell, ship, deliver, 
possess, transfer, or receive any firearm which walk-through metal detectors are unable to detect. In order to comply with this 
regulation, firearms must contain at least 3.7 ounces of stainless steel.


(U) A number of states have passed additional legislation related to the production of 3D-printed firearms:


 ■ (U) On 22 July 2016, California passed a law requiring makers of 3D-printed guns and other homemade firearms to apply 
for an official serial number from the Department of Justice, a process requiring a background check.


 ■ (U) On 8 November 2018, New Jersey enacted a law prohibiting the manufacture of 3D-printed firearms, except by 
registered firearms manufacturers, and criminalizing the distribution of digital plans for 3D-printed firearms to anyone in 
New Jersey, except to registered firearms manufacturers.


 ■ (U) Effective 1 July 2019, Washington State law criminalized the manufacture and possession of “undetectable or 
untraceable” guns, as well as aiding a person who is ineligible to own a firearm in the assembly of those guns. The 
bill specifically references the dissemination of CAD files. (WSJ, LAWFARE, RAND, DOE, WP, MATMATCH, ATF, 
HUFFINGTON POST, WP, GNET, AP, US DISTRICT COURT, UK CT POLICING, INDEPENDENT, BBC, 18 USC CH. 44, 
H.R.4445, CA 857, NJ 2465, WA SHB1739)



https://www.wsj.com/articles/is-3-d-printing-the-future-of-terrorism-11572019769

https://www.lawfareblog.com/right-wing-extremists-new-weapon

https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE283.html

http://www.energy.gov/articles/how-3d-printers-work

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2018/national/3-d-printed-guns/

https://matmatch.com/blog/how-expensive-is-metal-3d-printing/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=ZL7y3YNUbiY&feature=youtu.be

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/3d-guns-atf_n_4269303

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/despite-ruling-on-3-d-printed-guns-it-remains-legal-to-make-your-own-gun-at-home/2018/08/01/581ca5a6-95c9-11e8-a679-b09212fb69c2_story.html

https://gnet-research.org/2021/01/07/3d-printed-guns-untraceable-firearms-and-domestic-violent-extremist-actors/

https://apnews.com/article/db2703c3882d430a95eda5c16ff0a044

https://extremism.gwu.edu/sites/g/files/zaxdzs2191/f/Timothy John Watson Indictment.pdf

https://www.counterterrorism.police.uk/essex-teenager-charged-with-six-terrorism-offences/

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/neo-nazi-terror-attack-3d-guns-b1782179.html

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-essex-55764721

https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title18/part1/chapter44&edition=prelim

https://www.congress.gov/bill/100th-congress/house-bill/4445

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160AB857

https://www.njleg.state.nj.us/2018/Bills/S2500/2465_R1.HTM

http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2019-20/Pdf/Bill Reports/House/1739-S HBR FBR 19.pdf?q=20210211070300
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(U) Review of Chemical Precursors to Several Peroxide-Based Explosives


(U) Homemade Explosives (HME) and their respective chemical precursors pose a significant risk to first responders. 
Outreach, information sharing, and cooperation between federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial public safety officers along 
with private sector partners are critical in developing a strategic approach in preventing and mitigating HME attacks. This 
partnership can facilitate a common operating picture using past trends, threats, and procedures. Additionally, reporting 
suspicious activities and unusual behaviors aids authorities in identifying and preventing terrorism and other criminal 
activities. This holistic approach by various stakeholders can also enhance the identification of HME and improvised 
explosive device (IED) - related activities, the efficacy of an attack response, and improve investigations.


(U) HME precursors and IED components are relatively inexpensive, 
legal, and readily available – most which can be purchased without 
providing identification– increasing the challenge of detecting their 
acquisition or  use in manufacturing HMEs or constructing IEDs.


(U) First responders may encounter makeshift HME laboratories during 
routine calls for service in apartments, homes, sheds, garages, or 
other residential structures. Signs of HME manufacturing can include 
acquisition of large amounts of chemicals from multiple sources, a 
suspiciously large number of chemical containers and personal protective 
equipment-type consumables discarded in the trash.


 ■ (U) Indicators of Acquisition and Manufacturing: In November 
2018, law enforcement responded to a report of suspected explosive 
chemical at a residence in Lake Helen, FL. Investigators discovered 
TATP, also known as the “Mother of Satan.” The suspect reportedly 
claimed to be making his own version of fireworks. He was charged 
with making or possessing explosives and making or possessing a destructive device. First responders must be aware 
of how easy acquisition of these chemicals are and the relatively simple nature by which they can be mixed together 
to create HMEs. Partnership with private sector is key in identifying acquisition of the precursor elements of HMEs and 
potential manufacturing.


 ■ (U) Indicators of Manufacturing: In March 2018, law enforcement responded to report of an explosion at an apartment 
in Beaver Dam, WI. During the investigation, authorities discovered deceased individual, multiple chemical precursors for 
HMEs, and several containers of TATP in the apartment. The entire apartment building was destroyed using a controlled 
fire, as it was deemed too dangerous for clean-up due to the amount of chemical precursors and potential of product 
mixed with structural debris. First responders must understand how easy HMEs can be to manufacture. Additionally, 
responders need to be aware of the dangers of HMEs even after the initial hazards are mitigated. HMEs continue to pose 
a danger to responders until they are collected and disposed of by specially trained personnel.


 ■ (U) Indicators of Manufacturing: In August 2017, law enforcement arrested an identified individual after park rangers 
observed him placing two boxes near a Confederate statute. The boxes contained a white powdery substance, which 
was later determined to be HMTD. In August 2018, the suspect pled guilty to attempting to maliciously damage or destroy 
property. First responders need to ensure proper notifications are made to appropriate law enforcement agencies, 
including Suspicious Activity Reporting (SAR).


 ■ (U) Indicators of Manufacturing: In February 2017, an identified university student unintentionally formed TATP during a 
routine procedure. The area was cordoned off and the surrounding buildings were evacuated until the substance could be 
safely disposed. First responders must acknowledge how easy HME’s can be to manufacture. (JCAT)


(U) Controlled demonstration of 50 grams (2 ounces) 
of an equivalent explosive to TATP by an overseas law 
enforcement bomb team. (JCAT)
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(U) PRECURSOR AWARENESS: The three chemical components of TATP are 
acetone, hydrogen peroxide, and acid.


 ■ (U) TATP’s sensitivity makes it extremely dangerous, and even small 
quantities (1 gram) can cause injury and damage if detonated.


 ■ (U) As with other chemicals, TATP can become more volatile with ages, 
particularly if stored improperly.


 ■ (U) TATP generally smells fruity, like acetone but less potent. Other variants 
have smelled like vinegar.


 ■ (U) When stored uncovered, TATP crystals will evaporate over the course of 
days or weeks.


 ■ (U) TATP stored in a sealed container will evaporate and recrystallize 
throughout the container, often near the lid, making opening the container 
extremely hazardous.


 ■ (U) TATP may make sealed glass containers appear frosted.


(U) PRECURSOR AWARENESS: The chemical components of UHP are urea 
and hydrogen peroxide.


 ■ (U) Commercial uses of urea include cold packs, fertilizer, de-icer products 
(prill and granulate forms), diesel exhaust fluid, urea and sodium metabisulfite 
and gold recovery kits for electronic products. Urea is also an HME precursor 
in urea nitrate.


 ■ (U) Commercial uses of hydrogen peroxide include products for cleaning and 
sterilization, food and hair bleaching.


 ■ (U) The concentrated powder form of UHP is used in manufacturing plastics.


 ■ (U) Indication of UHP production includes containers for mixing and 
filtering equipment.


 ■ (U) UHP is detectable with common field detection instrumentation.


(U) PRECURSOR AWARENESS: The three chemical components of HMTD are 
hexamine, hydrogen peroxide, and citric acid.


 ■ (U) HMTD is a highly sensitive explosive compound with physical properties 
(low vapor pressure) that may limit some field detection techniques.


 ■ (U) HMTD is generally easy to detonate and can be used in 
improvised detonators.


 ■ (U) HMTD is manufactured from easy-to obtain precursor chemicals such as 
hydrogen peroxide, hexamine, and citric or another weak acid.


 ■ (U) Heat, shock, friction, and reaction with most common metals may cause 
HMTD to detonate.


 ■ (U) Indication of HMTD production includes the presence of nonmetal mixing 
containers and filtering equipment


 ■ (U) HMTD is found in an ice bath, cooler, refrigerator, or freezer to slow its decomposition or stored in water to reduce 
its sensitivity.


 ■ (U) HMTD releases a “fishy” odor as it decomposes.


(U) Urea Hydrogen Peroxide (UHP)


(U) Hexamethylene Triperoxide Diamine (HMTD) 


(U) Triacetone Triperoxide (TATP)
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(U) This product was derived from First Responder’s Toolboxes which can be found here, especially the following articles:


 ■ (U) First Responder’s Toolbox - Hexamethylene Triperoxide Diamine: Indicators of Acquisition, Manufacture, and 
Considerations for Response (23 November 2020)


 ■ (U) First Responder’s Toolbox - Urea Hydrogen Peroxide (UHP): Indicators of Acquisition and Manufacturing, and 
Considerations for Response (25 September 2020)


 ■ (U) First Responder’s Toolbox - Triacetone Triperoxide (TATP): Indicators of Acquisition and Manufacture, and 
Considerations for Response (1 October 2019)



https://www.odni.gov/index.php/nctc-how-we-work/joint-ct-assessment-team/first-responder-toolbox 

https://www.odni.gov/files/NCTC/documents/jcat/firstresponderstoolbox/104s_-_First_Responders_Toolbox_-_Hexamethylene_Triperoxide_Diamine_HMTD-survey.pdf

https://www.odni.gov/files/NCTC/documents/jcat/firstresponderstoolbox/104s_-_First_Responders_Toolbox_-_Hexamethylene_Triperoxide_Diamine_HMTD-survey.pdf

https://www.odni.gov/files/NCTC/documents/jcat/firstresponderstoolbox/First_Responders_Toolbox_-_Urea_Hydrogen_Peroxide_.pdf

https://www.odni.gov/files/NCTC/documents/jcat/firstresponderstoolbox/First_Responders_Toolbox_-_Urea_Hydrogen_Peroxide_.pdf

 https://www.odni.gov/files/NCTC/documents/jcat/firstresponderstoolbox/78--NCTC-DHS-FBI---Triacetone-Triperoxide-(TATP)-.pdf

 https://www.odni.gov/files/NCTC/documents/jcat/firstresponderstoolbox/78--NCTC-DHS-FBI---Triacetone-Triperoxide-(TATP)-.pdf
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1 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: (U) Former DOD 
Linguist Pleads Guilty to Transmitting Classified 
Information


(U) On 26 March, USPERMariam Taha Thompson, 63, 
pled guilty to one count of transmitting highly classified 
national defense information to a foreign national who 
she believed would provide the information to Hizballah, a 
designated FTO. 


 ■ (U) Thompson admitted she used her access to 
classified national defense information to provide her 
unindicted co-conspirator with the identifies of at least 
10 clandestine human assets; at least 20 US targets; 
and multiple tactics, techniques, and procedures. 
Thompson intended and had reason to believe the 
classified national defense information would be used to 
the injury of the US and to the advantage of Hizballah. 


 ■ (U) Thompson faces a maximum sentence of up to life 
in prison. (DOJ)


(U) For previous reporting regarding the arrest of 
USPERMariam Taha Thompson, please see the 11 March 
2020 edition of this publication.


2 UNITED KINGDOM: (U) ‘Far-Right’ Sympathizer 
Convicted of Terrorism Offenses


(U) On 23 March, UKPERNicolas Brock, 52, was convicted 
of three counts of possessing materials likely to be useful 
to a person committing or preparing an act of terrorism 
contrary to Section 58 of the Terrorism Act 2000. Brock 
was previously arrested at a residential address on 
13 September 2019 in Maidenhead, UK.


 ■ (U) When authorities searched the residential address, 
they discovered a copy of Mein Kampf, a framed 
certificate from the Ku Klux Klan, Nazi-era daggers, 
a video of the Christchurch mosque attacks in New 
Zealand, and a beheading video. 


 ■ (U) Brock was remanded in custody and will be 
sentenced on 25 May. (THAMES VALLEY, BBC)


(U) For previous reporting on UKPERNicolas Brock, please 
see the 5 August 2020 edition of this publication.


3 UNITED KINGDOM: (U) Court Sentences Teen for 
Terror Offenses


(U) On 30 March, a Newcastle-based 16-year-old supporter 
of National Action–a banned neo-Nazi organization–pled 
guilty to four counts of inviting support for National 
Action, three counts of encouraging terrorism, and four 
counts of stirring up racial and religious hatred. The 
16-year-old called himself ‘Hitler’ and set up accounts on 
multiple social media platforms, which glorified extreme 
“far-right” violence. 


 ■ (U) Using an online alias, he created his own 
anti-Semitic and anti-Muslim propaganda. Additionally, 
he glorified the murder of MP Jo Cox by a neo-Nazi, as 
well as the “far-right” killer responsible for the deadly 
Finsbury Park attack in June 2017 on the social media 
platform USPERGab.


 ■ (U) North Tyneside Magistrates’ Court gave the youth a 
12-month intensive referral order. He was further made 
the subject of terrorism notification requirements for 
10 years, meaning he will have to keep the authorities 
informed of his whereabouts and activities. (BBC) 


(U) For previous reporting on the 16-year-old, please see 
the 29 April 2020 edition of this publication.


4 AUSTRALIA: (U) Three Men Plead Guilty to 
Terrorism Charges


(U) On 26 March, AUSPERErtunc Eriklioglu, 33, AUSPERSamed 
Eriklioglu, 28, and AUSPERHanifi Halis, 23, pled guilty to 
one count each of conspiring together to conduct acts in 
preparation for, or planning, a terrorist act, including buying 
a firearm. The three men were previously arrested on 
20 November 2018 in Melbourne, Australia.


 ■ (U) At the time of their arrest, law enforcement officials 
stated the three men were planning to conduct an 
ISIS-inspired terrorist attack to “kill as many people as 
possible” at a crowded location in Melbourne.


 ■ (U) Their plea hearing was scheduled to begin on 
15 June. (SMH)



https://www.justice.gov/usao-dc/pr/defense-department-linguist-pleads-guilty-transmitting-highly-sensitive-classified

https://www.thamesvalley.police.uk/news/thames-valley/news/2021/march/22-03-2021/man-convicted-for-right-wing-related-terrorism-offences--maidenhead/

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-berkshire-56499185

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-tyne-56577064 

https://www.smh.com.au/national/three-men-plead-guilty-to-terror-charges-over-gun-attack-plot-20210326-p57ecy.html
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5 AUSTRALIA: (U) Authorities Charge Two Men 
Following CT Operations In Brisbane And 
Melbourne


(U) On 25 March, the Queensland Joint Counter Terrorism 
Team (JCTT), with the assistance of the Victoria JCTT, 
arrested AUSPERAhmed Talib, 31, and AUSPERGabriel Crazzi, 
34, in Queensland and Victoria for their involvement in 
facilitating travel of Australian foreign terrorist fighters to 
Syria between 2012 and 2014. During the arrests, police 
seized $80,000, high-value gemstones, and various 
electronic devices. 


 ■ (U) Police alleged the two men played senior roles 
in a South-East Queensland-based syndicate, which 
maintained a religiously motivated violent extremist 
ideology and a desire to travel to Syria to engage 
in hostile activities. Police also alleged the two men 
developed networks in Australia, Turkey, and Syria 
that were used by Australian foreign terrorist fighters 
to enter Syria in order to join terrorist organizations, 
including al-Nusrah Front, and engage in hostile 
activities against Syrian government forces. In addition, 
Crazzi and Talib allegedly funded Queensland resident 
Ahmed Succarieh’s 2013 trip to Syria. Succarieh 
became Australia’s first suicide bomber in Syria.   


 ■ (U) Talib, from Doncaster East, Victoria, Australia, was 
charged with: one count of preparations for foreign 
incursions into foreign States for purpose of engaging 
in hostile activities. If convicted, the maximum penalty is 
10 years imprisonment.


 ■ (U) On 25 March, Talib appeared at Melbourne 
Magistrates Court. Talib will be extradited to 
Queensland to await trial. 


 ■ (U) Crazzi, from Chambers Flat, Queensland, Australia 
was charged with: one count of incursions into foreign 
states with the intention of engaging in hostile activities, 
one count of engaging in a hostile activity in a foreign 
state, four counts of preparations for foreign incursions 
into foreign States for purpose of engaging in hostile 
activities and one count of preparations for foreign 
incursions into foreign States for purpose of engaging in 
hostile activities. If convicted, Crazzi faced a maximum 
penalty of 30 years imprisonment. (AFP, ABC, 
BRISBANE TIMES)


6 GERMANY: (U) Authorities Arrest Suspected ISIS 
Member


(U) On 24 March, the Federal Prosecutor’s Office of 
Germany issued an arrest warrant for German national 
Stefanie A. for being a member of ISIS. Officers from the 
Schleswig-Holstein State Office of Criminal Investigation 
subsequently executed the arrest warrant for Stefanie A. 
and arrested her at the Berlin Airport.


 ■ (U) Stefanie A. was charged with membership in a 
terrorist organization (ISIS), suspicion of violating 
the duty of care and education, and of war crimes 
against persons.


 ■ (U) The arrest warrant claimed that in 2016, Stefanie A. 
traveled to Syria with her son to meet her husband who 
left Germany in the summer of 2015 to fight for ISIS. 


 ■ (U) In March 2018, following the death of their son, 
Stefanie A. and her husband traveled to Baghus, Dawr 
al-Zawr Province, Syria, where they were both arrested. 


 ■ (U) On 25 March, Stefanie A. was brought before 
the investigating judge of the Federal Court of 
Justice who will open the warrant for her and 
decide on the execution of pre-trial detention. 
(GENERALBUNDESANWALT)



https://www.afp.gov.au/news-media/media-releases/two-men-charged-following-counter-terrorism-operation-brisbane-and

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-03-26/terror-terrorism-charges-arrests-queensland-melbourne-afp/100030118

https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/queensland/australian-father-of-eight-accused-of-supporting-syrian-terrorist-20210329-p57f2g.html

https://www.generalbundesanwalt.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/DE/aktuelle/Pressemitteilung-vom-24-03-2021.html?nn=478184
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7 DENMARK/GERMANY: (U) Seven Indicted on 
Terror Charges


(U) On 25 March, Denmark’s Prosecutors office charged 
seven individuals–four men and three women–with 
terrorism offenses at Holbok court in Holbok, Denmark. 
Two brothers, aged 33 and 36, were charged with 
attempted terrorism, while the other five defendants were 
charged with assisting the brothers. 


 ■ (U) During the reading of the indictment, the prosecutor  
stated a number of items were discovered during 
searches at the indicted individual’s whereabouts in 
Denmark and Germany. 


 ■ (U) According to the indictment, detonators and five 
kilos of sulfur and aluminum powder were found at an 
unspecified address in Germany. Additionally, German 
police found a mobile phone that was “wired” so that, 
according to the police, it could have been used as a 
detonator for a bomb. 


 ■ (U) Furthermore, during searches in Holbok, Denmark, 
Danish police officers confiscated a rifle with a 
telescope, a pump gun, 100m of ignition cable, an 
ISIS flag, sharp cartridges, and some so-called 
“slow detonators.” 


 ■ (U) According to the prosecutor’s office, the 
items that were confiscated indicated that 
the group could have made multiple bombs. 
(NORDSCHLESWIGER, NYHEDER)


JCAT: (U) First responder safety starts with a baseline 
understanding of the most current tactics, techniques, 
procedures, and trends used by terrorist groups. First 
responders’ awareness of homemade explosive precursor 
materials, IED components, and the potential dangers 
of these items if encountered during responses or daily 
activities will increase officer safety. The First Responder’s 
Toolbox “IED Manufacture Indicators” (2 July 2019) 
[link: https://www.odni.gov/files/NCTC/documents/jcat/
firstresponderstoolbox/IED_Manufacture_Indicators.
pdf ] highlights some of the suspicious activities or 
items associated with the manufacturing of homemade 
explosives (HME) or IEDs.


(U) For previous reporting on the terrorism operation, 
please see the 17 February 2021 edition of this publication. 


8 SPAIN: (U) Authorities Arrest Three for Terrorist 
Financing


(U) On 25 March, the Spanish National Police announced 
that on 16 March it had arrested three individuals, two in 
Madrid, Spain, and one in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Spain, 
for their suspected involvement in the facilitation of terrorist 
financing. The arrests were made with the assistance 
of Europol. 


 ■ (U) The investigation began in 2019 when CT 
specialists became aware of the existence of a funding 
network that used a conflict-based NGO as cover to 
send money to fund al-Qa‘ida fighters. 


 ■ (U) The suspects were believed to have used a NGO 
to finance the activities of al-Qa‘ida affiliated militants. 
The network diverted funds under the cover of using 
them as humanitarian aid for Syrian orphans to provide 
for the militants. In addition to financing the activities of 
terrorist fighters, part of the funds were used to cover 
the costs of a school for orphaned children, which was 
involved in training future terrorist fighters. The school 
focused on radicalizing, providing combat training and 
encouraging orphans to continue the terrorist activities 
of their parents killed in combat.


 ■ (U) As part of the operation, officers conducted four 
searches and seized cash, valuables, documents, and 
technical devices. (EUROPOL, POLICIA)


JCAT: (U) Following a financial trail and understanding 
the types of financial methods used to move funds 
to facilitate illicit activities is critical in detecting and 
preventing terrorism. Terrorists may attempt to use legal 
transactions to companies or charities for humanitarian 
aid to move or divert money to fund terrorist activities. Law 
enforcement, in collaboration with the financial sector, may 
uncover terrorist funding or transferring methods during 
investigations into seemingly unrelated criminal activities. 



https://nordschleswiger.dk/de/nordschleswig-daenemark-blaulicht-deutschland-suedschleswig/terror-fall-mobiltelefon-sollte-als

https://nyheder.tv2.dk/krimi/2021-03-25-her-er-sigtelserne-i-terrorsag-fra-holbaek

https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/three-arrested-in-spain-for-terrorist-financing

https://www.policia.es/_es/comunicacion_prensa_detalle.php?ID=8642#
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9 MOZAMBIQUE: (U) ISIS-Central Africa Claims 
Responsibility for a Coordinated Assault Against 
Strategic City of Palma


(U) On 24 March, approximately 100 ISIS-Central Africa 
fighters launched a coordinated assault on Palma, Cabo 
Delgado Province, Mozambique, targeting the government 
headquarters, military posts, airport, banks, hotels, and the 
seaport. The current situation remains fluid because of a 
communications blackout in the area, but the Ministry of 
Defense’s spokesperson confirmed “dozens of defenseless 
people” were killed in the attack. 


 ■ (U) The coordinated attack began hours after energy 
company Total announced they would resume work 
on their multi-billion-dollar liquified natural gas project, 
which is located a few kilometers outside Palma, near 
Mozambique’s border with Tanzania.


 ■ (U) Since August 2020, ISIS-Central Africa controlled 
the strategic port town on Mocimboa da Praia, which 
is approximately 50 miles south of Palma. Since 
August 2020, ISIS has seized nearby villages, killed 
countless people, and displaced over 670,000 people in 
the region.


 ■ (U) Prior to the assault, Palma was largely cut off from 
the rest of Cabo Delgado, as terrorists made road 
access unsafe, leaving the airport and seaport as the 
only routes in and out of the town.


 ■ (U) On 10 March, DOS designated ISIS-Mozambique, 
a.k.a. Ansar al-Sunna, a Specially Designated 
Global Terrorists under Executive Order 13224. (AP, 
REUTERS, GUARDIAN, STATE, STATE, ISIS) 
 
 
 


10 MOROCCO: (U) Bureau of Judicial Investigation 
(BCIJ) Disrupts ISIS-Linked Cell in Oujda


(U) On 25 March, the BCIJ conducted an operation 
in collaboration with Morocco’s General Directorate 
of National Security and the US, which disrupted a 
four-member ISIS-linked cell in Oujda, Morocco. The 
preliminary investigation revealed that the members of the 
dismantled cell pledged “loyalty” to the “amir” of ISIS and 
were planning to join terror cells in the Sahel.


 ■ (U) BCIJ seized several items in the main suspect’s 
house including a large sum of European currency, four 
passports, and knives. Security services also seized an 
electronic device, which was under examination.


 ■ (U) The suspects were also planning to conduct terror 
acts inside Morocco, targeting public spaces, and 
security headquarters across the country. The arrested 
suspects conducted several reconnaissance operations 
to monitor and identify the targeted facilities.


 ■ (U) The cell sought to gain experience in the 
manufacturing of explosives and IEDs, as well as their 
“coordination with the aforementioned leader in ISIS to 
provide the necessary logistical resources and support 
to finance their sabotage projects.”


 ■ (U) The suspects remained in BCIJ custody pending 
further investigation. (MOROCCO WORLD NEWS)


(U) Alleged photograph of ISIS-Central Africa fighters. (AMAQ)



https://apnews.com/article/world-news-mozambique-1c59021fd3cac9f7d6ccbe58679e40e8

https://www.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN2BL0RN

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/mar/25/fighting-rages-in-mozambique-close-to-totals-gas-project

https://www.state.gov/terrorist-attack-in-mozambique/

https://www.state.gov/state-department-terrorist-designations-of-isis-affiliates-and-leaders-in-the-democratic-republic-of-the-congo-and-mozambique/

https://www.moroccoworldnews.com/2021/03/338152/moroccos-bcij-dismantles-isis-linked-terror-cell-in-oujda/
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11 INDONESIA: (U) Suicide Bombers Target 
Worshippers in Makassar Church Attack


(U) On 28 March, a married couple affiliated with the FTO 
Jamaah Ansharut Daulah (JAD) detonated a pressure 
cooker bomb near a Catholic church in Makassar, South 
Sulawesi Province, Indonesia, that wounded up to 
19 people and killed the two attackers. 


 ■ The couple tried to enter the church’s grounds on a 
motorcycle after a church service ended, but detonated 
the bomb when stopped by security.


 ■ (U) Speaking to reporters, the National Police Chief 
identified one of the attackers by his initial, L, who 
they believe was connected to a 2019 suicide attack 
that killed 23 people at Our Lady of Mount Carmel 
Cathedral in Sulu Province, Philippines. In addition, 
police arrested 13 people in connection to the attack in 
Greater Jakarta, West Nusa Tenggara, and Makassar. 
Authorities seized 5.5 kg (12.13 lbs) of explosives and 
several ingredients from the raids, including triacetone 
triperoxide (TATP). (FRANCE 24, STRAITS TIMES, 
AP, REUTERS) 


JCAT: (U) Pressure cookers remain a component in the 
development of IEDs and first responders may observe 
potential precursor materials when responding to calls for 
service.  Indicators for the use of pressure cookers in IED 
development are available in DHS/FBI’s Roll Call Release 
“Update: Pressure Cookers as IED Components” (16 April 
2013), which is available on the Special Interest Group 
(SIG) on FBI’s Law Enforcement Enterprise Portal (LEEP) 
https://www.cjis.gov/ and  the JCAT tab on the Emergency 
Services (ES) and Intelligence COI on Homeland Security 
Information Network (HSIN) https://hsin.dhs.gov/. 


12 INDONESIA: (U) Authorities Arrest Five Members 
of Jemaah Islamiyah (JI)


(U) On 24 March, Indonesia Police announced the arrest 
of five JI members, bringing the total number arrested 
to 49 members since late February. Police allege the 
members were linked to an East Java, Indonesia, cell 
led by senior JI leader “Fahim,” who was arrested on 
26 February. 


 ■ (U) One of the suspects arrested on 24 March, identified 
only as A.M., 54, was suspected of being in charge 
of fundraising and “was also tasked with conducting 
entrepreneurship training for all Jemaah Islamiyah 
members,” according to Indonesia’s national police 
spokesman, Brigadier General Rusdi Hartono. The 
suspect allegedly “taught other members business skills 
so they could contribute money to [the group].” 


 ■ (U) The four other individuals were arrested in North 
Sumatra province, Indonesia, where officers seized 31 
“donation boxes” from the men. In 2020, police alleged 
JI used cash from “more than 20,000 charity boxes” 
set up at restaurants and convenience stores in seven 
provinces as “operational funds” to send members to 
Syria to undergo military training or social and religious 
activities. (BENAR NEWS)



https://www.france24.com/en/asia-pacific/20210328-suspected-suicide-bombing-targets-indonesian-catholic-church-on-palm-sunday

https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/explosion-rocks-church-in-indonesia-police

https://apnews.com/article/indonesia-23d1e38382a0df40e8347ca9b51f3acf

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-indonesia-blast-idUSKBN2BL12F

https://www.benarnews.org/english/news/indonesian/id-terrorism-jemaah-03242021124134.html
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(U) DHS Announces Targeted 
Violence and Terrorism Prevention 
(TVTP) Grant Program 
(U) On 24 March, DHS announced $20 million was 
available through the Targeted Violence and Terrorism 
Prevention (TVTP) Grant Program to “help communities 
across [the] country develop innovative capabilities to 
combat terrorism and targeted violence.” 


 ■ (U) DHS Secretary USPERAlejandro Mayorkas established 
four priorities for the Fiscal Year 2021 TVTP Grant 
Program: (1) preventing domestic violent extremism; (2) 
enhancing local threat assessment and management 
capabilities; (3) implementing innovative solutions for 
preventing targeted violence and terrorism; and (4) 
challenging online violence mobilization narratives for 
the first time through this program. 


 ■ (U) “Domestic violent extremism and targeted violence 
are two of the gravest threats facing our homeland 
today,” said Secretary Mayorkas. “Over the past few 
years, the US has experienced an increasing number 
of targeted attacks by disaffected individuals motivated 
by a combination of extremist ideologies and personal 
grievances. This investment in local communities will 
help our partners develop sustainable capabilities to 
address an evolving threat environment, including by 
preventing attacks and online radicalization.”


 ■ (U) State, local, tribal, territorial governments; non-profit 
organizations; and institutions of higher education are 
eligible to apply for funds to establish capabilities or fill 
gaps in their prevention capabilities. The TVTP Grant 
Program application period will close on 25 May. (DHS)


JCAT: (U) As DHS announced grants available through 
the Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention (TVTP) 
Program to help communities across the country develop 
innovative capabilities to combat terrorism and targeted 
violence, first responders are reminded they remain a 
critical component. Their position and responsibilities within 
the community may offer unique opportunities to recognize 
and report suspicious behaviors or indicators, which may 
allow for early detection of radicalization or mobilization to 
violence, and assist in intervention and prevention efforts. 
In addition to the Nationwide SAR Initiative, NCTC’s 
“Homegrown Violent Extremist Mobilization Indicators 
- 2019 Edition” is available to promote first responders 
recognition and reporting of suspicious activity for further 
vetting to increase public safety.


(U) DOS Facilitates First-Ever West 
Africa Joint Operations (WAJO) 
Regional Exercise
(U) Between 29 and 31 March, the US Department of 
State’s Antiterrorism Assistance Program facilitated the 
first-ever West African Joint Operations (WAJO) regional 
exercise, designed to connect CT investigators with their 
judicial counterparts in Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger, and 
the US. 


 ■ (U) The WAJO regional exercise was partially “modeled 
on successful East Africa Joint Operations exercises 
that have taken place since 2014.” The West Africa 
exercise was focused on security concerns “more 
specific to the nations in that region.” 


 ■ (U) The exercises included elements from several 
real-world incidents and emphasized gathering timely, 
accurate information and evidence while working 
in cooperation with judicial authorities to ensure 
adherence to local laws and legal practices. (DOS)


JCAT: (U) While overseas, this exercise highlights the 
importance of sharing terrorist methodologies and 
information with partner agencies to help strengthen 
a whole-of-government strategy to combat terrorism 
and better allocate prevention resources. An agency’s 
personnel’s familiarity with their jurisdiction and routine 
interaction with the public, puts them in a position to identify 
suspicious activities and behaviors potentially related to 
terrorism in advance of an attack, and to provide authorities 
information that may aid post-attack investigations. This 
coordination and cooperation remains a key component of 
terrorism prevention.



https://www.dhs.gov/news/2021/03/24/dhs-makes-20-million-funding-available-targeted-violence-and-terrorism-prevention

https://nsi.ncirc.gov/

http://go.usa.gov/xEKgd

http://go.usa.gov/xEKgd

https://www.state.gov/first-ever-west-africa-joint-ops-exercise-links-counterterrorism-investigators-in- three-nations/ 
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(U) Rewards for Justice Offers $10 
Million for Information on Salim 
Jamil Ayyash
(U) On 29 March, the US Department of State’s Rewards 
for Justice program offered a reward of up to $10 million for 
information leading to the location or identification of Salim 
Jamil Ayyash, a senior Lebanese Hizballah operative, 
or information leading to preventing him from engaging 
in an act of international terrorism against a US person 
or property.


 ■ (U) Ayyash is a senior Hizballah Unit 121 operative, the 
group’s assassination squad which receives its orders 
directly from Hizballah leader Hasan Nasrallah. Ayyash 
is known to have been involved in efforts to harm US 
military personnel.


 ■ (U) On 11 December 2020, an international tribunal 
sentenced Ayyash in absentia to five concurrent 
sentences of life in prison on terrorism-related 
charges pertaining to the February 2005 suicide truck 
bombing in Beirut, Lebanon, killing Lebanon’s former 
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri and 21 others. Around 
226 individuals were wounded. 


 ■ (U) The tribunal found that Ayyash led the 
“assassination team” that conducted the attack against 
Hariri and was actively involved in the assassination on 
the day of the attack. (DOS)


(U) US Authorities Seize Websites 
Used by Kata’ib Hizballah (KH)
(U) On 25 March, the US Department of Justice announced 
the seizure of two websites–“r-m-n.net” and “Almaalomah.
com”–unlawfully utilized by FTO KH. Federal law prohibits 
designated entities like KH from obtaining or utilizing goods 
or services, including website and domain services, in the 
US without a license from the Office of Foreign Assets 
Control (OFAC).


 ■ (U) “Almaalomah.com” and “r-m-n.net” were domain 
names owned and operated by a US company based in 
Reston, Virginia. 


 ■ (U) On 2 July 2009, the US Department of State and US 
Secretary of Treasury designated KH an Iranian-backed 
FTO, responsible for committing or posing a significant 
risk of committing acts of terrorism. (DOJ)


(U) Salim Jamil Ayyash (REWARDS FOR JUSTICE)



https://www.state.gov/rewards-for-justice-reward-offer-for-information-on-salim-jamil-ayyash/ 

https://www.justice.gov/usao-edva/pr/united-states-seizes-websites-used-foreign-terrorist-organization
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(U) UK Terror Watchdog Releases 
Second Annual Review on Terrorism
(U) On 23 March, the Independent Reviewer of Terrorism 
Legislation UKPERJonathan Hall QC released the second 
annual review on terrorism titled, “The Terrorism Acts 
in 2019.”


 ■ (U) Hall noted the differences between Northern 
Ireland, Scotland, and the rest of the UK, regarding 
investigations and prosecutions of terrorism. He 
assessed there was a need for legally enforceable 
standards to protect persons detained following arrest 
under section 41 Terrorism Act 2000.


 ■ (U) The report highlighted two terrorist attacks from 
2019: the Christchurch mosque attacks in New Zealand 
and the Fishmonger’s Hall attack in the UK. It also 
stated that Islamist terrorism remained the principal 
threat in Great Britain and Northern Ireland, despite the 
rise in “far-right” terrorism. 


 ■ (U) In 2019, there were 44 arrests made under section 
41 of the Terrorism Act in Great Britain. Hall stated the 
most arrested-for offense remained “possession of 
information likely to be useful to a terrorist.” 


 ■ (U) The report included an analysis on the 
“Desistance and Disengagement Programmes 
(DDP)” that were created to tackle the drivers of 
radicalization. Hall explained that DDPs are not the 
same as “deradicalization.” Terrorism Prevention and 
Investigation Measures, which are civil measures 
imposed on individuals to limit the capability and 
improve the monitoring of people who cannot be 
prosecuted for their terrorism related activities, were 
also assessed. (UK GOV)



https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/972261/THE_TERRORISM_ACTS_IN_2019_REPORT_Accessible.pdf
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1 MICHIGAN: (U) Judge Orders Three to Trial in 
October 2020 Plot to Kidnap Governor


(U) On 29 March, Jackson County, MI, District Court Judge 
USPERMichael Klaeren ruled there was enough evidence 
and bound over USPERPaul Bellar*, USPERJoe Morrison*, and 
USPERPete Musico,* to circuit court to stand trial. Bellar, 
Morrison, and Musico are accused of aiding six other men 
charged in federal court with conspiring to kidnap the 
Governor over coronavirus restrictions. Five others were 
also charged in state court. Judge Klaeren stated there 
was enough evidence for trial on charges of “providing 
material support for terrorist acts, gang membership, and 
using a firearm during a felony.” Klaeren dismissed a 
charge of threat of terrorism against Musico and Morrison. 
Bellar was not facing that charge. (AP) 


(U) For previous reporting on the plot to kidnap the 
Governor of Michigan, please see the 14 October 
2020 edition of this publication. 


2 UNITED KINGDOM: (U) Court Charges Man 
With Two Counts of Possessing Explosive 
Substances 


(U) On 29 March, UKPERMichael Pym-Nixson, 53, was 
charged with two counts of possessing explosive 
substances contrary to section 4 of the Explosive 
Substances Act 1883. Nixsom was initially arrested on 
22 March in south-west London, England. He was detained 
under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act and was 
remanded in custody to appear in court again on 30 March. 
(UK METPD, UK METPD)


* (U) The charges listed are currently allegations. 
As in any criminal case, the defendant is presumed 
innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.


3 UNITED KINGDOM: (U) Authorities Sentence 
Bristol Man to Six Years on CT Offenses


(U) On 26 March, UKPERSohaib Embarek, 34, was sentenced 
to five years and four months in prison, with 12 months on 
license (roughly equivalent to parole) when released for 
his terrorism offenses. Embarek had previously pleaded 
guilty to five counts of possession of material likely to be 
useful to a person preparing to commit acts of terrorism 
and one count of dissemination of terrorist publications on 
20 January. Embarek had guides on how to make poison, 
downloaded bomb-making manuals, ISIS propaganda and 
had shared terrorist materials with others using messenger 
apps like Telegram. (BBC, BRISTOL POST)


(U) For previous reporting on UKPERSouhaib Embarek, 
please see the 27 January 2021 edition of this publication.


4 IRAQ: (U) Iran-Backed Militia Claims Attack 
Against US Logistics Convoy


(U) On 25 March, Iran-backed “International Resistance” 
claimed an attack against a US logistics convoy in 
Yusufiya, Baghdad, Iraq, and spread a video of the attack. 
(INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE FACTION)


5 YEMEN: (U) AQAP Claims Multiple Attacks 


(U) On 24 and 26 March, AQAP issued communiques 
claiming responsibility for multiple attacks. On 18 March, 
AQAP attacked a UAE Security Belt Forces (SBF) site 
in Abyan, Yemen, where, in addition to killing eight 
personnel, fighters captured weapons, ammunition, and 
500,000 Yemeni Rials (approximately US $1,997.20). On 
19 March, AQAP attacked a second SBF site in Abyan, 
killing one and injuring three others. On 21 March, AQAP 
attacked a Houthi position in Bayda’, Yemen, killing three 
and seizing a heavy machine gun. On 26 March, fighters 
attacked a Houthi position in the Mukayras district of 
Bayda’, killing two and seizing a rifle, ammunition, and a 
mobile phone and identification cards. (AQAP) 



https://apnews.com/article/trials-michigan-jackson-gretchen-whitmer-6e6ad2058fee288d0434836ea35d397e

https://news.met.police.uk/news/man-charged-with-explosives-offences-424366

https://news.met.police.uk/news/man-arrested-by-counter-terrorism-officers-in-south-west-london-423934

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-bristol-56555305

https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/bristol-news/man-with-terrorist-mindset-jailed-5236468
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6 TUNISIA: (U) Anti-Terrorism Commission (CNLCT) 
Freezes Assets of Three Individuals Suspected of 
Financing Terrorism


(U) On 22 March, Tunisia’s CNLCT announced they froze 
the assets of three Tunisian nationals allegedly responsible 
for funding terrorism. CNLCT told state-run news agency 
TAP the three unidentified individuals physically financed 
terrorist activities. On 10 March, CNLCT announced they 
froze the assets of 108 people who allegedly financed 
terrorism activities. (NORTH AFRICA POST)


7 SAUDI ARABIA: (U) Houthis Attack Saudi Arabia 
Oil and Military Sites


(U) On 26 March, Houthi military spokesman Brigadier 
General Yahya Saree announced the group had launched 
attacks against Saudi Arabia’s military base in Dammam, 
Saudi Arabia, and military sites in Najran and Asir, Saudi 
Arabia, the previous day. Saudi Arabia’s air defenses 
intercepted a ballistic missile over Najran. The group 
also targeted Aramco facilities in Ras Tanura, Rabigh, 
Yanbu, and Jizran, Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia’s defense 
ministry described the assault on Jizan as a “barrage of 
eight bomb-carrying drones” resulting in “a fire in one 
of the terminal’s tanks. The attack left no casualties.” 
(AL JAZEERA)


8 CAMEROON: (U) ISIS-West Africa Claims 
Credit for Cross-Border Attack Against Forces in 
Dabanga


(U) On 28 March, ISIS-West Africa claimed responsibility 
for an attack against a military post in Dabanga, Cameroon, 
killing at least three civilians and one Cameroon soldier. 
This was ISIS’ first claimed attack in Cameroon since 
26 July 2020. (ISIS)


9 DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO: (U) 
ISIS-Central Africa Conducts Multiple Attacks


(U) Between 23 and 27 March, ISIS-Central Africa in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo claimed responsibility 
for four attacks, targeting Army posts, Congolese 
soldiers, and Christians. On 27 March, ISIS-Central 
Africa in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, raided 
“Banande-Kenama” in North Kivu, Democratic Republic 
of the Congo and burned several residences belonging to 
Christians. (ISIS)


10 DJIBOUTI: (U) Al-Shabaab Calls for Attacks on 
US and French Interests


(U) On 27 March, al-Qa‘ida affiliated al-Shabaab media unit 
al-Kata‘ib Media Foundation, released a 21-minute video 
titled, “A Message to the People of Djibouti,” that featured 
al-Shabaab leader Abu Ubaidah Ahmad Omar calling 
for attacks against US and French interests in Djibouti. 
Omar criticized Djibouti President Ismail Omar Guelleh 
for allowing the country to be used by foreign militaries, 
in particular those of the US and France. In addition, he 
accused Guelleh of turning the country “into a military base 
from where every war against the Muslims in East Africa is 
planned and executed.” Lastly, Omar called for the Muslims 
of Djibouti to rise up against the government and install 
one that was not beholden to Islamic sharia. (WIO NEWS, 
AL-SHABAAB) 
 
 
 
 
 
 


JCAT: (U//FOUO) Terrorists continue to view overseas 
military personnel and installations as attractive targets. 
In the Homeland, military installations may have multiple 
levels of security, based upon the types of assets 
located on the base. The First Responder’s Toolboxes 
“Complex Operating Environment – Military Installations” 
(18 November 2016) promotes counterterrorism 
coordination to deter, prevent, disrupt, and respond to 
terrorist attacks, and is available on the Special Interest 
Group (SIG) on FBI’s Law Enforcement Enterprise 
Portal (LEEP) https://www.cjis.gov/ and  the JCAT tab on 
the Emergency Services (ES) and Intelligence COI on 
Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN) https://
hsin.dhs.gov/. 


(U) Screenshot from “A Message to the People of Djibouti.” 
(AL-SHABAAB)



https://northafricapost.com/48460-tunisia-freezes-assets-of-three-terrorism-financing-suspects.html?utm_source=iterable&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2139150_

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/3/26/houthis-say-launched-attacks-on-saudi-arabian-oil- military-sites 

https://www.wionews.com/world/al-shabaab-calls-for-attacks-on-us-french-interests-in-djibouti-373888
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11 SOMALIA: (U) Al-Shabaab Claims Responsibility 
for Multiple Attacks


(U) Between 18 and 28 March, al-Qa‘ida affiliated 
al-Shabaab’s Shahada News Agency published 52 reports, 
accounting for attacks against Somali soldiers, law 
enforcement personnel, and military bases in Lower 
Juba, Lower Shabelle, and Middle Shabelle, Somalia. On 
28 March, al-Shabaab claimed responsibility for killing 
14 and wounding 25 others in six simultaneous attacks 
against Somali soldiers between Bulo Gudud and Bar 
Sanguni, Somalia. (SHAHADA)


12 PAKISTAN: (U) Tehrik-e Taliban Pakistan (TTP) 
Attacks Border Crossings


(U) On 25 and 26 March, al-Qa‘ida affiliated Thabaat News 
Agency published claims of responsibility for attacks by 
TTP. On 25 March, TTP attacked security forces with an 
IED in Chaman, Pakistan, killing and injuring at least 18. 
On 26 March, TTP claimed responsibility for targeting 
several Pakistan border crossing posts in Bajaur Agency, 
Pakistan. (THABAAT)


 


13 AFGHANISTAN: (U) National Directorate of 
Security (NDS) Arrests ISIS Members Plotting 
Attack Against Kabul University 


(U) On 24 March, NDS arrested ISIS members Hazrat Ali, 
Shahin Nangarhari, Hamza Khurasani, and two others 
in Achin District, Nangarhar Province, Afghanistan, for 
planning to conduct an attack against Kabul University. 
Between 24 October 2020 and 2 November 2020, 
ISIS-Khorasan claimed responsibility for two attacks 
against educational centers in Kabul–Kabul University and 
the Kawsar e-Danish education center–killing 43 people 
and wounding at least 79 others. (ISIS, KHAAMA)


(U) For previous reporting on ISIS-Khorasan attacks 
against educational centers in Kabul, please see the 
4 November 2020 edition of this publication.


JCAT: (U) Physical layouts coupled with the diverse 
populations of educational facilities has the potential 
to create a complex environment for first responders 
during an emergency. Partnering with staff, teachers, 
and students can help ensure safety through information 
sharing, interagency coordination, and private-sector 
partnerships to create a common operating picture. For 
more information on terrorist tactics against educational 
facilities, the First Responder’s Toolboxes “Complex 
Operating Environment - Education Facilities-Primary 
Secondary Schools (28 June 2019) [link - https://www.odni.
gov/files/NCTC/documents/jcat/firstresponderstoolbox/
Complex_Operating_Environment_Education_Facilities_
Primary_Secondary_Schools.pdf ] and “73s - Complex 
Operating Environment - Education Facilities-Post 
Secondary Schools (28 June 2019) link -  https://www.odni.
gov/files/NCTC/documents/jcat/firstresponderstoolbox/
Complex_Operating_Environment_Educational_Facilities_
PostSecondary_Institutions.pdf ]promotes counterterrorism 
coordination among federal, state, local, tribal, and 
territorial government authorities and partnerships with 
private sector security officials to deter, prevent, disrupt, 
and respond to terrorist attacks. 


(U) Claim of responsibility. (THABAAT)



https://www.khaama.com/nds-arrests-another-ku-attack-mastermind-6535377/
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Capgemini survey predicts ‘significant  
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welcome2 IN THE CHAIR


It feels as though Covid has been a 
part of our personal and business 
lives forever but, of course, it’s just 
over a year since the World Health 
Organization declared coronavirus 
a global pandemic – and clearly 
it is going to be with us for some 
time to come. 
We are seeing worrying reports of a possible 
third wave in some countries as well as vaccine 
shortages. TAPA has also received intelligence 
on criminals producing fake vaccines and 
targeting Covid-related supply chains. 


Whilst we are obliged to deal with the ‘here and 
now’ aspects of the virus, businesses are also 
determined to be better prepared for any future 
global disruption on this scale. New research 
by business consultants Capgemini says two-
thirds of companies in the consumer products 
and retail sectors predict their supply chain 


strategies will ‘change significantly’ in the next 
three years as they adapt to lessons learned 
over the last 12 months and look to embed 
resiliency into their operations. For 65% of these 
businesses, this is going to mean investing in 
regionalising and localising their supplier bases.


In terms of supply chain security, where goods 
originate from is largely irrelevant because 
cargo criminals are transnational and will simply 
relocate their activities to wherever they see 
the biggest potential opportunities. But, of 
course, this will create a lot of work for supply 
chain security professionals in ensuring new 
operations in new geographies are as resilient 
as possible. 


To this end, the advantage we all have is that 
we are members of the world’s biggest supply 
chain resilience and security Association, and 
we have a unique pool of industry colleagues 
and partners we can call upon when we need 
help and advice. One of the encouraging 
aspects of the last year has been the high 


level of cooperation and support that has 
been so widely offered to help businesses and 
individuals through these troubling times.


Thank you to our friends at TAPA Americas for 
taking the time to remind us of all the support 
the Association has been able to give to its 
members throughout the pandemic. This is a 
welcome reminder of the value of our network. 


As if Covid wasn’t enough to challenge global 
supply chains, as this issue goes to press, a 
400-metre megaship with 20,000 containers 
onboard is stuck in the Suez Canel, blocking 
one of the key lanes for Asia-Europe trade. 
With over $9 billion of goods a day normally 
transiting through the canal, this is causing 
even more disruption which will last for some 
time, even after the Canal reopens.   


Within 72 hours, a queue of some 150 other 
ships is reported to have formed and the 
delays will only add to the severe shortages of 
containers around the world, and especially in 
Asia. What this means in terms of contingency 
planning and any subsequent risks we will need 
to mitigate will become clear in the coming 
days and weeks. 


So, the uncertainty and disruption facing supply 
chains is not going to go away any time soon, 
and this is highly likely to result in a rise in 
cargo crime. If nothing else, we will see more 
significant tests of the resilience of our supply 
chains and business continuity plans. 


Let’s stick together and help each other  
through this.


MORE DISRUPTION AND CHANGE WILL  
ONCE AGAIN CHALLENGE THE RESILIENCE  
OF GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAINS


‘One of the encouraging aspects of the last year has 
been the high degree of cooperation and support that 
has been so widely offered to help businesses and 
individuals through these troubling times.’


LINA LI 
Chair  
TAPA APAC
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South Africa’s Police Minister 
General Bheki Cele (MP) has 
revealed a 34.2% rise in truck 
hijackings across the country in 
the three months to the end of 
2020.
National crime statistics for October, 
November and December show a total of 
436 truck hijackings took place in the 92-day 
quarter, the highest total for the period for 
over four years:


• Oct-Dec 2019 – 325 truck hijackings


• Oct-Dec 2018 – 312


• Oct-Dec 2017 – 339


• Oct-Dec 2016 – 324


This repeats the growth trend previously 
reported for July-September 2020, in which 
the South African Police Service (SAPS) 
recorded 411 incidents, up 31.7% year-on-year. 


Gauteng province remains by far the biggest 
hotspot for truck hijackings, the police 
data confirms. It accounted for 248 of the 
crimes in July-September, up 52.1% over the 
corresponding period of 2019, while Q4/2020 
statistics show 228 hijackings, a year-on-year 
change of over 30%.


In this latest period, SAPS recorded increases 
in truck hijackings in seven of South Africa’s 
nine provinces. Other than Gauteng, Western 
Cape saw the highest year-on-year growth, 
up from 33 to 67 incidents, while crime rates 
also rose in Eastern Cape, Free State, Kwazulu-
Natal, Mpumalnga and North 
West. No hijacks were 
recorded in Northern 
Cape, while Limpopo’s 
year-on year statistics 
fell from 7 to 5 
crimes.    


Robberies of cash-in-transit 
vehicles are another big area of 
concern. They rose 66.7% to 65 
incidents in October-December, 
leading the Minister to call for 
the police authority to change its 
response to these crimes as “the current 


plan in place now is clearly NOT working.” He 
added: “National Commissioner, if we are to 


win against these thugs, SAPS must go 
back to the drawing 


board and work 
with speed.” 
Immediate 
meetings are 


now planned 
with CEOs in the 
cash-in-transit 
industry on this 
matter. 


The National 
Crime report 
continued: 


“An increase 
in the targeting of 
delivery vans and trucks 
was recorded. The 
majority of the vehicles, 
including courier vans, 


were targeted for their 
cargo, which is usually 


food, appliances and other priced goods. The 
statistics expose some of the gaps that exist 
in policing certain crime categories. They also 
lay bare some of the policing shortcomings 
experienced in certain provinces.”


General Bheki Cele admitted the new crime 
statistics ‘do not paint a good picture.’ 


TAPA’s Incident Information Service (IIS) team 
are continuing their efforts to source more 
data from government and police authorities, 
as well as from businesses in South Africa. 
However, the intelligence contained in the IIS 
database for the country is already dominated 
by reports of violent truck hijackings, usually 
while vehicles are in transit, as well as regular 
fatalities connected to these crimes.    


WANT TO REPORT AN INCIDENT?
Watch our Explainer video here or send your 
data to iis@tapaemea.org 


TRUCK HIJACKINGS RISE 34.2% IN SOUTH 
AFRICA IN Q4 2020 TO 436 ATTACKS, NEW 
NATIONAL CRIME STATISTICS SHOW  


3POLICE SUCCESS 3NATIONAL CRIME DATA



https://emea.tapa-global.org/iis-data-resource





The world, over the course of 
the past year, has experienced 
an unprecedented global 
convergence of a pandemic, social 
and political unrest, and economic 
devastation. It’s a fair question 
to ask: Did TAPA demonstrate its 
value during this critical time? 
Did our Association effectively 
respond when global supply 
chains were threatened by these 
seemingly unforeseeable threats? 
The resounding conclusion is that the value of 
membership within our Association was never 
more apparent than in this past year.


For more than 20 years, the Transported 
Asset Protection Association’s (TAPA) ongoing 
mission has been to bring together 
manufacturers, logistic service 
providers, law enforcement agencies, 
insurers, and security service 
providers to minimize supply 
chain disruptions and losses, as 
well as optimize our members’ 
supply chain resiliency.


During these unusual times, 
did we make our supply 
chains better, safer, and 
more effective for our 
companies, people, and 
business stakeholders? 
The answer is yes - as 
we did what we do 
best. We effectively 
reached out to our 
members, industry 
colleagues from 
within the supply 
chain industry, 
Customs-Trade 
Partnership 
Against 
Terrorism 
(C-TPAT), 


the Pharmaceutical Cargo Security Coalition, 
Rx360, Healthcare Ready, and other public 
and private industry knowledge 
leaders to strengthen 
our collective 
resources.


Gap Analysis & Risk Assessment 
Some of the disinformation, created by 
revolving news cycles and various social 
media outlets, created reasonable concern 
amongst the membership. In concert with our 
industry and government partner experts, we 
endeavored to evaluate the gaps in 
factual information. 


THE VALUE OF TAPA
DURING A PANDEMIC 
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We knew we needed to vet all sources of 
intelligence to ensure it was legitimate - and 
that fact-checking and source vetting would 
need to be a global effort. It was necessary to 
build trust with our members - to minimize 
disruption in their businesses and provide 
clarity, utility, and resources to their company 


employees, leadership, and customers. 


To successfully achieve those goals, we needed 
more than just ourselves. That’s one of the 
more significant benefits of the TAPA ‘network’, 
which includes the chapters in both EMEA 
and APAC. Also, our relationships with other 
trade associations and government entities 
provided a brain trust of experts with whom 
we could work with to ensure transparency 
and legitimacy in what we all were seeing.


We knew that our ‘trusted alliances’ 
demonstrated that the 


relationships we 
formed were 


grounded 
in mutual 
respect and 
integrity. 
These 
trusted 


relationships 
helped us 


be able to 
disseminate 


worthwhile 
intelligence updates, 


chapter information, and 
access to resources - shared 


through our association’s various 
means of communication: respective 


websites, flash alerts, and social media 
platforms.


EASY TO ACCESS TOOLS 
Quarantines, government and corporate 
health and safety policies, and border closings 
reduced our members’ support staff. Knowing 
that, we established easy-to-access tools for 
supply chain security professionals, logistics 
providers, and transportation companies to 
ease that burden. Some examples included:


TAPA Americas’ Covid-19 Toolbox 
We designed a ‘Covid-19 Toolbox’ on the TAPA 
Americas website’s homepage and updated 
it throughout the day, as new information 
became available. Daily correspondences went 
to members with links to the toolbox and 
requests for worthwhile input and feedback.


Our Board of Directors in the Americas made 
themselves available to members 24/7 to offer 
assistance, answer questions, or provide peer-
to-peer support and encouragement. Law 
Enforcement members extended their help 
and local intelligence in advising our members 
of threats in their respective areas. 


And, a number of our Security Service 
Provider members offered no cost use of 
their intelligence reporting, tracking tools, 
and other product services to all within the 
Association – no matter what the size of the 
company.


PCSC Alerts 
The Pharmaceutical Cargo Security Coalition 
utilized its previously developed ‘PCSC Alerts’ 
and shared them daily. In support of the 
industry, PCSC lifted their ‘members-only’ 
requirements for the alerts, making them 
available to everyone.


Chuck Forsaith, Vice President within 
the Healthcare Distribution Alliance 
(Pharmaceutical Cargo Security Coalition) was 
the conduit of that information share between 
the pharmaceutical industry and TAPA. One 
of a variety of SCS experts making themselves 
available to consult during this time, Chuck 
was on many people’s speed dial. 


C-TPAT Bulletins 
Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism 
(C-TPAT) shared their bulletins with the supply 
chain community at large and encouraged the 
cross-sharing of their information throughout 
numerous government organizations. 


Healthcare Ready Updates 
Healthcare Ready helps strengthen healthcare 
supply chains by collaborating with the public 
health and private sectors by addressing 
pressing issues before, during, and after 
disasters. Among their many services, they 
support supply chain operations, including 
demand for pharmaceuticals, personal 
protective equipment, and issues related to 
workforce, business continuity, and border 
restrictions.


CONTINUED ON PAGE 6 >
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‘It was necessary to build trust with our members - to 
minimize disruption in their businesses and provide 
clarity, utility, and resources to their company employees, 
leadership, and customers.’







Healthcare Ready offered consultation on the 
global response efforts to contain the outbreak, 
including tracking the impacts of travel 
advisories and quarantine recommendations. 
This resource was critical as our TAPA members 
supported their colleagues overseas and 
offered comfort to families.


In Summary…
You will notice that this section is not titled ‘in 
conclusion’ as this challenge is far from over. We 
all remain cautiously optimistic that the light at 
the end of this tunnel is not an oncoming train 
but rather the light on the other side of this 
unusually dark time. 


In the coming months, we should all take 
the opportunity to conduct a full review of 
activities in 2020 and evaluate our actions 
as well as plans for the future - to be better 
prepared for the possibility of another perfect 
storm.


While there is much we don’t know, what 
we do (and have measurable evidence of) is 
that our relationships, resources, and trusted 
colleagues all came together in a collaborative, 
supportive, and unselfish effort to lift our 
industries and communities during very 
difficult times. While this effort continues, there 
is a feeling of confidence that our collaboration 
remains a source for a trusted, transparent, 
and authentic platform for all the links in our 
important global supply chains.


Authors: 
This report was compiled by Cindy 
M. Rosen, Executive Director of TAPA 
Americas, and Chuck Forsaith, TAPA 
Americas’ Board Member Emeritus and 
Vice President within the Healthcare 
Distribution Alliance, which incorporates 
the Pharmaceutical Cargo Security 
Coalition (PCSC).
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‘Our relationships, 
resources, and 
trusted colleagues 
all came together 
in a collaborative, 
supportive, and 
unselfish effort to lift 
our industries and 
communities during 
very difficult times.  
This effort continues.’


WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS
Please join us in welcoming the latest members to join TAPA Americas…


Company Country Website


Communications Test Design, Inc. USA www.ctdi.com/


Advanced Micro Devices USA www.amd.com/en
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More evidence emerges of 
criminals trying to cash in 
on public fears over the 
virus and the demand 
for vaccines, adding to 
the pressure on supply 
chains     
In November, as the world 
anxiously and eagerly awaited 
deliveries of the first Covid 
vaccines, TAPA stated that 
pharmaceutical supply chains 
faced their ‘biggest security 
challenge for a generation.’ Whilst 
vaccines are now being safely 
administered to patients, 
Organised Crime Groups 
trying to cash-in on the fear 
of coronavirus continue to be 
targeted by law enforcement 
agencies around the world.  


This month, INTERPOL, which has 
previously issued its own warning that 
vaccines would be a prime target 
for criminal networks, confirmed 
that South African authorities have 
seized around 2,400 doses of fake 
Covid-19 vaccine as well as medical 
grade facemasks at a warehouse 
in Germiston, Gauteng province. 
It also reported the arrests of 
three Chinese nationals and a 
Zambian national at the facility. 
Meanwhile, in China, police 
also successfully identified a 
network selling counterfeit 
Covid-19 vaccines after 
arresting some 80 suspects 
and seizing more 


than 3,000 fake 
vaccines at several 
manufacturing 
premises. 


“Whilst we welcome 
this result, this 
is only the tip 


of the iceberg 
when it comes to 
Covid-19 vaccine 


related crime,” said 
INTERPOL Secretary 


General Jürgen Stock. 
“INTERPOL continues to 


provide its full support 
to national authorities 


working to protect the 
health and safety of their 


citizens.”


Whilst TAPA has every 
confidence in the resilience of 
pharma supply chains, which 


are among the most secure 
of any industry, these incidents reflect 


the 24/7/365 pressure they are under. 
Were any fake vaccines to enter the supply 


chain, it could, potentially, also disrupt the 
roll-out of legitimate vaccines, at least in the 
short-term.


As INTERPOL stated last year in the lead-
up to vaccine approvals: “Trafficking of 
pharmaceutical products takes place on 
a large scale and is highly lucrative for 
the Organised Crime Groups involved. 
The expectation of the development of 


a viable Covid-19 vaccine has generated 
global attention. While testing is ongoing, 
several EU Member States have announced 
that a vaccine will be available soon. 
Organised crime has reacted swiftly to 


adapt its methods and product offerings to 


the Covid-19 pandemic. The expected arrival 
of a genuine COVID-19 vaccine has already 
inspired criminal activities and will likely be 
exacerbated once vaccines become available.” 


The detection of a fake influenza vaccine 
in Mexico in October 2020, INTERPOL said 
“confirms that criminals seize opportunities as 
soon as they present themselves.”


TAPA’s Incident Information Service (IIS) data 
confirms how quickly criminals react to market 
demand for specific products, and how this is 
heightened by supply shortages. Over the past 
year, the Association has received numerous 
reports of thieves targeting Covid-connected 
shipments such as facemasks and hand 
sanitisers, with losses of Personal Protective 
Equipment valued at millions of dollars. 


This month, police officers in the UK swooped 
on thieves who had stolen boxes of NHS-
branded lateral flow coronavirus tests from a 
truck parked at Harlow Business park in Essex 
in the early hours of the morning. They were 
able to recover the tests, which were destined 
for secondary schools, before they found their 
way onto the black market.    


COVID CRIME… 
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Supply chain strategies will 
‘change significantly’ as 
companies learn from a year of 
disruption and focus on building 
resilience  
Two-thirds of companies say their strategies 
will change significantly in the next three 
years as they adapt to lessons from last year’s 
Covid-19 disruption to consumer products 
and retail (CP&R) supply chains and embed 
resiliency into their operations, according to a 
survey by the Capgemini Research Institute. 


Just 23% of consumer product organisations 
and 28% of retailers believe that their 
supply chains are agile enough to support 
their evolving business needs, researchers 
discovered. The report states: “Covid-19 was 
a wake-up call for CP&R companies: 85% of 
consumer products organisations and 88% of 
retailers say they faced disruption, while 63% 
of consumer products organisations and 71% 
of retailers say it took at least three months 
for their supply chains to recover from the 
disruptions.”


As a result, Capgemini says companies are 
realigning their strategies to focus on three 
critical areas:


The move to demand sensing
Over two-thirds of organisations (68%) say 
they faced difficulties in demand planning 
due to a lack of accurate and up-to-date 
information on fluctuating customer demand 
during the pandemic. To improve forecasting, 
66% of those surveyed plan to segment supply 


chains according to demand patterns, product 
value and regional dimensions post pandemic, 
while 54% say they will use analytics/AI-machine 
learning for demand forecasting to cope with 
the impact of Covid-19.


Visibility becomes critical
75% of consumer product companies faced 
difficulties when they needed to quickly 
increase or decrease production capacity due 
to Covid-19. To create the agility to respond to 
sudden shifts in demand, manufacturers can 
identify opportunities to improve visibility, 
cites the report. This can help deal with the 
challenge of strategic, tactical, and real-time 
operational decisions.


Digital investments will be at the forefront of 
this process. The survey found:


•  58% of retailers and 61% of consumer 
product organisations are planning to 
increase investments in digitisation of 
supply chains


•  47% are planning to invest in automation


•  42% are planning to invest in robotics


•  42% will invest in artificial intelligence


•  64% and 63% of businesses taking part 
in the survey are also planning to make 
extensive use of artificial intelligence and 
machine learning across transportation 
and pricing optimisation respectively.


From globalisation to localisation
To prevent future disruption, companies are 
recognising the importance of localisation 
and are actively investing. CP&R organisations 


are shifting from globalisation to localisation 
of their supplier and manufacturing bases. 
Capgemini reports that 72% of consumer 
product organisations and 58% of retailers 
say they are actively investing in regionalising 
or localising their manufacturing base or 
nearshoring production.


The survey identified 65% of CP&R companies 
are also investing in regionalising and 
localising their supplier bases, rising to 83% 
in the UK and 73% in India. In line with these 
strategies, global suppliers will represent just 
25% of retailers’ capacity in three years’ time, 
down from 36% today. In consumer products, 
global manufacturers will represent just 17%, 
down from 26% today.


In line with the move to localisation, dark 
stores, which have independent operations 
and are closer to delivery locations, are 
becoming an increasingly useful alternative 
for fulfilling online orders as physical footfall 
decreases. Earlier Capgemini research showed 
that if deliveries from dark stores increase 
by 50%, profit margins could grow by 7% as 
a result of lower delivery costs and higher 
delivery throughput compared to stores, while 
also not affecting store operations.


“CPGs and retailers recognise the great 
risk of future disruption, and they have an 
opportunity to be in front of creating agility 
and resilience to adapt their supply chain 
networks,” says Lindsey Mazza, Global Retail 
Supply Chain Leader at Capgemini. “The 
pandemic was an accelerated learning event. 
Organisations realise that new technologies 
can enable much-needed agility – from 
improving demand prediction to boosting 
fulfilment to quicker, cost-effective last mile 
deliveries. By investing now, organisations put 
themselves in good stead to safely support 
consumers in their time of need – whenever 
the next industry disruption may be.”


‘65% of CP&R companies are investing in regionalising and localising their supplier bases, rising 
to 83% in the UK and 73% in India. In line with these strategies, global suppliers will represent 
just 25% of retailers’ capacity in three years’ time.’







TAKING IIS TO THE NEXT LEVEL …  
TELL US WHAT YOU WANT
TAPA’s Incident Information Service (IIS) is 
a fantastic supply chain resilience tool but 
we want to see it develop to provide even 
more benefits for our members. So, we need 
your help. 


As with our Security Standards, when we look 
to make improvements and ensure TAPA’s 
solutions are fit-for-purpose, we come to our 
members because everything we do should 
add value to your own security programmes. 
It’s the same with IIS. So, please register to 
join our webinar on 8 April 2021 from 10.00-
11.00CET when I will be hosting a discussion 
on ‘The Future of TAPA’s Incident Information 
Service. What do you want?’


To me, IIS is not just an intelligence tool, it’s a 
loss prevention service when we connect all 
the dots. Our aim is to launch an enhanced 
version of IIS in the second half of 2021 
which will combine various elements of the 
information and benefits we can offer. This 
will give us a one-stop tool which offers users 
the opportunity to: 


• Look at a specific route or location


•  Identify incidents of cargo crime close to 
this route or location


•  Download this information or see it on a 
map


• Overlay TAPA PSR Secure Parking locations 


•  Access contact information for PSR sites 
for communications and parking place 
bookings  


•  Identify TAPA FSR & TSR certified service 
providers


•  See information on the types of products 
being targeted


•  Learn more about the M.O. used by cargo 
thieves    


• Source other relevant incident analytics


We have this now, but the information is not 
synchronised. We want to make gathering 
this intelligence quicker and easier. We can 
also add value for companies which are TAPA 
certified and this, in turn, may encourage 
others to implement our Standards. So, it’s a 
win/win for everyone.


All EMEA members will have received an 
invitation to join our webinar and to share 
your experiences of using IIS as well as your 
ideas to make it better. I am looking forward to 
a great discussion.  


&


BRIGHT
IDEAS


HOW CAN WE HELP?
In this issue, we explain more about the 
new Transported Asset Protection Services’  
(TAPS) plans to offer supply chain security 
consultancy, services and solutions. We 
know that many members in EMEA, as well 
as companies outside of our Association, 
regularly need to outsource some aspects of 
their security requirements, and finding the 
best third-party partners to work with can be 
challenging. We can fix that.


TAPS has access to a group of highly 
experienced supply chain security professionals 
and a bank of knowledge and expertise that can 
be sourced on a project-by-project basis. And, 
we also have the flexibility to bring in other 
resources as and when required to increase our 
subject matter expertise. 


So, please talk to us to find out more and to 
discuss any specific consultancy needs you 
may have now or in the future. Contact the 
team at taps@tapaemea.org 


As we grow, there will also be future 
opportunities to join the TAPS team, so also 
get in touch if you have skills you believe will 
benefit our Standards, IIS or Admin work. 


BUILDING THE TAPA BRAND WITH 
EMEA REGION STAKEHOLDERS 
Thorsten Neumann, President & CEO of TAPA for the Europe, 
Middle East & Africa (EMEA) region, shares the latest update 
on some of his and the Association’s latest activities aimed at 
accelerating TAPA EMEA’s growth, development and influence, 
and delivering more benefits to our growing membership…   
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NEW WEBSITE  
IS ‘LIVE’
Our new TAPA EMEA website went ‘live’ on  
15 March … and there’s much more to come.


The site supports our digital transformation in 
the region and meets three key requirements:


•  It will make it easier for our members to find 
the information and support they need, and 
to connect with one another;


•  Once we launch our new CRM system, it will 
give us a platform to automate many of the 
manual administration processes that take up 
a lot of our current time and resources;


•  It presents TAPA EMEA in the best way 
to potential new members by clearly 
communicating the role of our Association 
and the benefits we offer to companies 
looking to increase the resilience and security 
of their supply chains.


As with all good websites, it will never be ‘finished’ because websites 
should always be evolving with new content, features and benefits. As 
well as the new CRM, the next phase will see our existing IIS & Certification 
databases synchronise with the new site to make all the information you 
need accessible in fewer clicks.


Thank you to Ap Boom for leading the website project and to everyone 
from the TAPA EMEA team who has contributed content so far. As we 
always say, more will come! 


SAFETY DRIVE
IRU, the international road 
transport union, says the Covid 
pandemic has reduced the 
number of unfilled truck driver 
positions in Europe from 24% in 
2019 to 7% but, as IRU says, there 
is still an alarming shortage of 
drivers.  


It’s a lonely job with unsociable 
hours and, for international drivers, 
long periods away from home. That 
works for many people – but clearly not enough otherwise there 
would be a sufficient supply to meet demand. Fear of crime is, 
no doubt, a significant factor for many people thinking about 
a career as a truck driver. Given how important drivers are to 
keeping global supply chains moving, we need to look at more 
ways to support driver training and to help promote driving as a 
career choice. 


TAPS is developing a Driving course which will provide help and 
guidance on how to stay safe and 
reduce the chances of becoming 
a victim of crime. And we are not 
alone in looking to support drivers. 
I highly recommend you encourage 
drivers in your own or your suppliers’ 
businesses to read the excellent new 
brochure from Project CARGO on 
preventing cargo theft. To download 
a copy, they simply scan this QR code


LADUNGSDIEBSTÄHLE 
AKTIV VERHINDERN


EMPFEHLUNGEN


Sachliche Zuständigkeit


Landeskriminalamt Niedersachsen 
Dezernat 32 
Am Waterlooplatz 11 · 30169 Hannover 
Tel.: 0511 26262-3203
E-Mail: praevention@lka.polizei.niedersachsen.de
www.lka.niedersachsen.de


Die Herausgabe der Empfehlungen 
erfolgt im Auftrag der Kommission 
Polizeiliche Kriminalprävention (KPK) 
Zentrale Geschäftsstelle (ZGS) beim 
LKA Baden-Württemberg
www.polizei-beratung.de


Gestaltung
www.tabasco-media.com
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11POLICE SUCCESS 11PRESIDENT & CEO VIEWPOINTS


CLANDESTINE CONCERNS
We are seeing more cases involving migrants stowing away onboard trucks and this generally increases in the 
spring and summer months. To date in 2021, TAPA’s Incident Information Service (IIS) has recorded clandestine 
intrusions involving trucks and cargoes in Belgium, Croatia, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, 
Serbia, Slovenia, Turkey and the United Kingdom. This includes several violent attacks on trucks and drivers. This 
is a situation we will be monitoring closely to understand the impact on supply chains in EMEA. Please keep us 
informed of any incidents you suffer. Even as I am writing this, I have just seen another report of police discovering 
16 migrants in a truck on the M25 in Surrey in recent days. Pallets had been placed on top of the cargo for the 
migrants to sit on during their journey. The Turkish truck driver was arrested.  


PROMOTING PSR
So many of our members in EMEA have given us powerful 
testimonials to highlight their support for TAPA’s Parking 
Security Requirements (PSR), and these will be added 
into the next revision of our PSR brochure, which will be 
available in April. It will send a clear message to Parking 
Place Operators (PPO) that this is the Standard for secure 
truck parking that buyers of parking places want. If you want to add a PPO to our 
distribution list, you can share their contact information here



https://emea.tapa-global.org/contact
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12 TAPA EMEA DATA


EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA REGION


 Angola 1 (1.0%)


 Belgium 2 (2.0%)


 France 7 (6.8%)


 Germany 16 (15.6%)


 Ireland 4 (3.9%)


 Italy 10 (9.8%)


 Kenya 2 (2.0%)


 Morocco 1 (1.0%)


 Netherlands 2 (2.0%)


 Poland 3 (2.9%)


 Sao Tome and Principe 2 (2.0%)


 Slovenia 1 (1.0%)


 South Africa 14 (13.7%)


 Spain  2 (2.0%)


 Sudan 1 (1.0%)


 United Arab Emirates 2 (2.0%)


 United Kingdom 32 (31.3%)


CARGO CRIME MONITOR
CARGO THEFT  
BY COUNTRY
FEBRUARY 2021


FEBRUARY 
2021


14
Number of TAPA IIS 
product categories 
recording losses in  


February 2021


€2,438,497
Total loss for the 25 or 24.5% 


of crimes stating a value 


€307,976
Average loss for the 6 recorded cargo thefts with a value of €100,000 or more 
reported to TAPA’s Incident Information Service (IIS) in February 2021 


32
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13RECORDED INCIDENTS - FEBRUARY 2021


MODUS OPERANDI USED IN LATEST CARGO THEFTS: 
Intrusion 45 (44.1%)


Unknown 21 (20.6%)


Violent & Threat with Violence 16 (15.6%)


Theft from Moving Vehicle  6 (5.9%)


Forced Stop  6 (5.9%)


Internal 4 (3.9%)


Deceptive Stop 2 (2.0%)


Deception Other 2 (2.0%)


6 – Number of major incidents with a loss value over €100k


   33.4%
Or 34 of the recorded incidents took 


place in Unclassified Parking Locations 


€97,539    AVERAGE LOSS VALUE  
IN FEBRUARY 2021   


102
Number of new cargo crimes 


recorded by TAPA’s IIS in  
February 2021


€1,000,000 
Biggest single loss - 


Theft of food, household 
eletronics, cosmetics, shoes, 


bicycles and electric scooters from 
a vehicle in Saint-Aybert, Northern 


France, on 2 February 2021   


Number of countries  
in EMEA reporting incidents


17


Unclassified Parking Location ........................34 (33.4%)
Unknown ...................................................................................32 (31.3%)
En Route......................................................................................18 (17.7%)
Destination Facility ...............................................................8 (7.8%)
Services 3rd Party Facility .............................................4 (3.9%)
Maritime Transportation Facility .........................4 (3.9%)
Road Transportation Facility .....................................2 (2.0%) 


LOCATION  
TYPE


Theft from Vehicle ..........................................................31 (30.3%)
Robbery .......................................................................................15 (14.7%)
Theft of Vehicle ..................................................................12 (11.9%)
Hijacking ....................................................................................11 (10.8%)
Clandestine .....................................................................................9 (8.9%)
Theft .........................................................................................................7 (6.8%)
Theft from Facility ..................................................................7 (6.8%)
Theft of Trailer .............................................................................5 (4.9%)
Theft from Trailer .....................................................................3 (2.9%)
Truck Theft .......................................................................................1 (1.0%)
Theft from Container..........................................................1 (1.0%)


INCIDENT  
CATEGORY


7Crimes in EMEA recorded 
a loss value of between 
€50,000 & €100,000 worth 
a combined €400,364    
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The positive to take out of cargo 
theft incidents reported to TAPA’s 
Incident Information Service (IIS) 
in the Europe, Middle East & Africa 
(EMEA) region in February was the 
high number of law enforcement 
successes in arresting suspects 
and recovering stolen goods. 
One of the best examples of exemplary 
policing was the arrest of 13 offenders in Saint-
Aybert in northern France, reported to TAPA 
on 2 February. According to the intelligence 
report, the gang are believed to have 
been breaking into trucks since 
October 2000 and are suspected 
of stealing goods with a value 
of €1 million. Following the 
arrests, investigators recovered 
numerous pallets of food, 
household electronics, 
cosmetics, shoes, bicycles 
and electric scooters.


In Spain, on 19 February, 
police also arrested a 
driver in connection 
with the loss of a 
consignment 
of chocolate 
worth 
€250,000. 
The cargo 
never reached 
its delivery 
location and the 
GPS onboard the 
vehicle revealed 
that the lorry had 
spent two hours on 
an Alicante industrial 
estate. The driver 
was later detained 
by law enforcement 
officers on 
suspicion of having 
been paid to unload 
the cargo at a pallet 
warehouse, where the 
consignment of chocolate 


was discovered. The truck was also located 
some 50kms away. 


So far for February, TAPA’s IIS has 
received 102 reports of new 


cargo thefts in the EMEA 
region with a combined 


loss of €2,438,497 for 
the 25 or 24.5% of 


recorded crimes 
giving a value. 
The six major 
losses involving 
thefts of goods 


worth €100,000 
or more accounted 


for €1,847,857 of the 
February total or an 


average of €307,976 per 
crime. The other four major 


incidents during the month were:


€200,000


Offenders driving a tractor unit entered a 
logistics facility in Gazzola in the Emilia-


Romagna region of Italy on 25 February 
and hitched up a trailer loaded with 


unspecified goods before escaping. 


€141,277


A truck hijacking in Belville, 
Western Cape, South Africa, 
and theft of a consignment 
of household appliances. On 
22 February, several days 
after the incident, police 


recovered the vehicle and 
further investigation led to 


both the discovery of the stolen 
goods and the arrests of three 


suspects.


€140,000 


On 13 February, law 
enforcement officers 
were also successful 
in recovering a stolen 
truck and its cargo of 
clothing in Ancona in Italy’s 
Marche region. The truck driver 
had reportedly parked up at a 
service area for a break only to discover the 
truck and trailer had disappeared when he 
returned to the parking lot. The driver alerted 
police who found the truck near Chieti. Two 
suspects were arrested. 


€116,580


Thieves stole a large quantity of 
candleware after breaking into a 
truck in Brampton in the North 
West region of the UK on 25 
February.  


With more cargo theft reports still expected 
for February, TAPA’s IIS has also so far 
recorded seven other losses of goods worth 
between €50,000-€100,000. The overall 
value and average loss associated with 
these incidents were €400,364 and €57,194 
respectively. These crimes included:


•  €90,000 - At least five masked offenders 
using firearms attacked a cash-in-transit 
vehicle in the town of Canosa di Puglia, 
Italy, on 23 February before making their 
escape in a car.


POLICE ACTIONS LEAD TO ARRESTS AND 
PRODUCT RECOVERIES BUT TAPA STILL 
RECORDS INCIDENTS IN 17 COUNTRIES IN  
EMEA AND LOSSES OF €2.4M IN 28 DAYS   
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•  €55,159 – On 16 February, 
a truck transporting 
copper pipes was 
hijacked by three men 
posing as police officers 
in Brakpan, South Africa. 


•   €54,620 – In Cape Town, South Africa, on  
1 February, four suspects stole a truck from 
a Destination Facility and escaped with 
the vehicle and its cargo of food and drink 
products. 


•    €50,585 – Thieves hijacked a truck 
carrying groceries as it was delivering to a 
supermarket in Delmas, South Africa, on  
4 February. Police later arrested four 
suspects. 


•  €50,000 – Offenders stole a refrigerated 
trailer loaded with 19 
tonnes of fresh meat 
from a Services 3rd 
Party Facility in 
Boizenburg, Germany, 
on 19 February. 


•  €50,000 - Five offenders stole 20 high value 
bicycles from a facility in Legnano, Italy, on 
2 February after breaking down a door and 
using a van to crash through the security 
shutters. Once inside, the offenders took 
only two minutes to steal the mountain, 
road and e-bikes. The incident was 


captured on security 
cameras and the 


police have 
launched an 


investigation 
in an attempt 
to identify the 


offenders. 


Overall, TAPA received reports of cargo losses 
from supply chains in 17 countries in EMEA 
last month. Four countries in the region 
recorded double-digit incident rates:


•  United Kingdom – 32 incidents (31.8% of 
the monthly total)


• Germany – 16 (15.6%)
• South Africa – 14 (13.7%)
• Italy - 10 (9.8%)


Over a two-week period in the UK, TAPA 
received 10 reports of ‘jump up’ thefts from 
lorries delivering goods in London and the 
surrounding area.


Nearly half of February’s loss reports did not 
specify the types of products targeted, while 
other thefts were recorded in 14 IIS product 
categories, including: 


•  Food & Drink – 15 crimes (14.7% of the 
February total)


• Tobacco – 8 (7.8%)
• Furniture/Household Appliances – 5 (4.9%)
• Tools/Building Materials – 4 (3.9%)
• Cash – 4 (3.9%)


Theft from Vehicle was the most recorded type 
of incident in February – 31 or 30.3% - and the 
type of location with most loss reports was once 
again Unclassified Parking, with 34 or 33.4%.


Other intelligence reported to TAPA’s IIS 
in EMEA last month included more police 
successes:


•  Traffic police officers recovered a stolen 
truck in Grottammare, Italy, and its load of 
precision tools. The driver was arrested.


•  A police raid on the home of a warehouse 
employee in Saran, France, recovered 
€18,000 of stolen goods, including video 


games, consoles, gamepads, jewellery, 
watches, phones and cameras. 


•  Officers in the UAE arrested eight offenders 
who broke into a warehouse and stole 
sanitaryware and cameras.


•  Police arrested three men in connection with 
the theft of four HGVs in Gwent in Wales. The 
four stolen lorries were also recovered.


•  Police detained four men and recovered six 
pallets of high value electrical goods stolen 
from an HGV in West Yorkshire in the UK.


Some of the types of M.O. reported also 
included:


•  Two incidents in which pepper sprays 
were used to incapacitate truck drivers in 
Magdeburg and Berlin, Germany. 


•  A gang targeted a cash-in-transit vehicle en 
route in Castelluccio dei Sauri, Italy, setting 
fire to two cars to create a roadblock and 
later spreading multipoint nails onto the 
highway to hinder any police pursuit.   


•  Offenders claiming to be police officers 
assaulted a truck driver in Achern in 
Germany during an attempted cargo theft 
from a vehicle parked on an industrial estate. 
The driver managed to escape and alert the 
police.


Sadly, TAPA was also notified of two fatalities; a 
driver of a vehicle carrying food and drink was 
killed during a truck hijacking in Kleinskool, 
South Africa, on 9 February. Four days later, a 
truck assistant and one other person died after 
six men attacked a cargo truck in Darfur in Sudan.   


In another alarming crime, on 3 February, a 
gang escaped with a shipment of painkillers 
after hijacking a truck in Port Elizabeth, South 
Africa. 


PRODUCT CATEGORY No %


Unspecified 31 30.3%
Miscellaneous 20 19.6%
Food & Drink 15 14.7%
Tobacco 8 7.8%
Furniture/Household Appliances 5 4.9%
Tools/Building Materials 4 3.9%
Cash 4 3.9%
Tyres 3 2.9%
Metal 2 2.0%
Cosmetics & Hygiene 2 2.0%
Clothing & Footwear 2 2.0%
Car Parts 1 1.0%
Toys/Games 1 1.0%
Pharmaceuticals 1 1.0%
No Load (Theft of truck and/or trailer) 1 1.0%
Bicycles 1 1.0%
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STANDARDS FAQs #43
A monthly update by TAPA EMEA's Standards Lead, Mark 
Gruentjes, and Executive Director Standards, Steve McHugh  
After receiving a steady stream of questions about TAPA’s Security Standards from Audit Bodies and 
our members, we feel it will be beneficial to share some of the questions received and the responses 
given by the TAPA EMEA Standards Team. We aim to cover 3-5 questions in Vigilant each month. Steve McHughMark Gruentjes


In this month’s 
article, TAPA 
responds to 
members’ questions 
on the Association’s 
Trucking Security 
Requirements (TSR) 
Standard.
The TSR 2020 version allows 
for much more flexibility in 
combining different types 
of transport and security 
options than previous 
versions. However, the 
processes and procedures 
for managing vehicles and 
adding or deleting them 
to the Vehicle Register has 
not changed. In this TAPA 
Security Standards’ FAQs, we 
look at what you need to 
know if you want to make 
changes to your TSR fleet of 
vehicles.


If you would like to raise a 
new topic for discussion or 
ask questions about one of 
our published responses, 
please contact us   


Question 1. 
TSR Adoption: TSR states that trucks can be adopted 
by the certified LSP. Can you explain in more detail 
what this means, and provide an example of how 
this could work in practice?


Answer: The TSR Standard covers this topic in section 
6.6.1 at the end of this answer. This requirement 
allows for a Logistics Service Provider/Applicant which 
wants to be TSR certified to include vehicles from a 
reputable subcontractor. Any trucks adopted for the 
purposes of certification become the responsibility of 
the LSP/Applicant seeking certification and, therefore, 
a formal agreement and any appropriate procedures/
processes must be in place between the LSP/
Applicant and the provider of the adopted vehicles. 


Example: Go Faster Logistics has a TSR Level 3 
certified operation. It has 30 trucks listed in its 
Vehicle Register, 27 owned and 3 adopted. They have 
a client which requires a twice daily pick-up and 
delivery of machine parts to an engineering company 
120kms distance away. They do not have any returns 
business for the vehicles involved. To optimise their 
TSR capability, they have adopted 3 vehicles from a 
subcontractor, On Time Transport. On Time Transport 
has ensured the 3 vehicles supplied to Go Faster 
Logistics meet the TSR Level 3 requirements, and its 
drivers are fully trained and compliant to the TSR and 
Go Faster’s own requirements. Go Faster Logistics 
has a written agreement with On Time Transport to 
confirm which vehicles will be supplied and details 
on how the vehicles and drivers will be compliant to 
the necessary requirements. Go Faster Logistics has 
included the details of the 3 vehicles into its own 


TAPA TSR Vehicle Register and one of the parties 
will perform basic checks and annual maintenance 
checks in line with the terms and conditions of the 
agreement between both parties. As these vehicles 
are listed in Go Faster Logistics’ Vehicle Register, they 
are to be available for Independent Audit Body checks 
should they be selected for sampling.


Section 6.6.1:


A TAPA TSR Certified LSP/Applicant or trucking 
company may “adopt” road transportation vehicles 
from another subcontractor or subsidiary. This option 
is intended to allow owner drivers or small operators 
to be included in the TSR certification of a larger 
operator. Each adopted vehicle must be entered 
into the certification holder’s own Vehicle Register. 
A formal agreement between the TSR Certified LSP/
Applicant and the subcontractor or subsidiary must 
be in place and define the measures being taken to 
ensure ongoing conformance of the personnel and 
vehicles used in the certification. Adoption effectively 
means the TAPA TSR Certified LSP/Applicant is wholly 
responsible for the adopted vehicles’ compliance to 
the TSR.



https://emea.tapa-global.org/contact
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STANDARDS FAQs #43
17YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED


Question 2. 
TSR Mutual Recognition: If for my TSR certification I use other TSR 
certified suppliers as subcontractors to provide certified trucks, 
do I need to have those vehicles inspected and included in my own 
Vehicle Register?


Answer: Under the concept of Mutual Recognition, it is not 
necessary for an LSP/Applicant or their Independent Audit 
Body to inspect or manage vehicles provided by a TSR Certified 
subcontractor. A TSR Certified subcontractor would have been 
required to achieve TSR certification under another certification 
audit. Note: See Section 6.6.3 of the TSR Standard below.


If the LSP/Applicant only utilises vehicles in their certification 
sourced from other TSR Certified subcontractors, then some of the 
TSR requirements may not be applicable. These may include: 


•  No need for a Vehicle Register


•  No need for routine vehicle conformance checks, if completed by 
the subcontractor


However, many of the processes and procedures will still be the 
responsibility of the certified main LSP/Applicant. These may 
include: 


•  A formal agreement in place between the main TSR certificate 
holder and the TSR certified subcontractors


•  Any applicable waivers are approved by TAPA and, where 
applicable, the main TSR certification holder is responsible for 
monitoring compliance of their certified subcontractors’ vehicles


•  Procedures for completing investigations, incident management, 
pick-up/delivery records


Some requirements may be shared or owned by either party as 
specified in the formal agreement. These may include: 


•  Route risk assessments, response protocols, use of secure parking


•  Vetting of staff


Section 6.6.3 


The concept of Mutual Recognition will apply. A TAPA TSR Certified 
LSP/Applicant or trucking company may utilize the services of 
another TAPA TSR Certified company and previous audit results, and 
status will be mutually recognized. No re-audit of a subcontractor’s 
vehicles or services covered by an existing TAPA TSR certification will 
be required.


Question 3. 
I have been certified to TSR Level 1. I am expanding my operations 
and will add 5 trucks each month for the next 6 months (to a 
fleet total of 30). We will ensure all the trucks meet the TSR 1 
requirements. What is the correct process to have these trucks 
recognised as being included under the current certificate I hold?


Answer: TSR 2020 is designed to be flexible, and the addition or 
deletion of vehicles from the TSR certification is permitted.  
Note: In the case of adding vehicles, see Section 6.6.5 of the TSR 
Standard below. 


The intent is to ensure that any new vehicles added to the Vehicle 
Register meet the same TSR requirements for the existing fleet. The 
new vehicles must be: 


•  Compliant with the applicable TSR security level as per the general 
requirements outlined in Section 9 of the TSR 


•  Meet the requirements for adding and sampling vehicles to a 
current TSR certification


Section 6.6.5


The AA may request a new inspection if additional vehicles have 
been added to the Vehicle Register. The total number of vehicles 
in the Vehicle Register is taken at the time of the yearly Self-
Audit. The Authorised Auditor’s (AA) decision-making criteria for 
scheduling a new inspection shall include the following:


6.6.5.1  30 or more vehicles have been added to the Vehicle 
Register when compared to the previous year’s total.


6.6.5.2  AA can inspect up to 7% of the vehicles that have 
been added to the Vehicle Register.


6.6.5.3  AA and LSP/Applicant to agree the actual vehicles 
due for inspection in advance.


6.6.1   Vehicles added to the Vehicle Register after the certification 
must be included in the annual Self-Audit submission. The 
sample set is adjusted to accommodate any new increases or 
reductions.


6.6.2   The sample set of vehicles inspected must include any new 
vehicles added to the fleet since certification/recertification.







TAPA’S LATEST FSR & TSR 
SECURITY CERTIFICATIONS


In each issue of this 
newsletter, we publish 
a list of the TAPA 
members that have 
most recently gained 
TAPA Supply Chain 
Security Standards 
certifications. 


The following companies 
and locations were audited 
by one of TAPA's approved 
Independent Audit Bodies 
(IABs) or, in the case of Class 
‘C’ or Level 3 certifications, 
may have been completed 
by an in-house TAPA-trained 
person.


EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA REGION
FSR Company Name Country City Class
FSR AO Schenker RU Klimovsk A
FSR Bidvest International Logistics ZA Kempton Park A
FSR Bleckmann NL Oldenzaal C
FSR Bleckmann NL Enschede C
FSR Bleckmann NL Oldenzaal C
FSR Bleckmann NL Venlo C
FSR Bleckmann NL Oldenzaal C
FSR Bleckmann BE Grobbendonk C
FSR DHL Express FR Maurepas C
FSR DHL Express France FR Collégien C
FSR DHL Express France FR Baillargues C
FSR DHL Freight Sweden AB SE Växjö C
FSR DHL Global Forwarding S.P.A. B.U. Freight IT Verona C
FSR DHL Global Forwarding S.P.A. B.U. Freight IT Campogalliano C
FSR DHL Worldwide Express Shj LLC AE Sharjah A
FSR DSV Solutions Nederland B.V. NL Amsterdam A
FSR Hammer GmbH & Co.KG Advanced Logistics DE Aachen A
FSR Ingram Micro Services Ltd GB Enfield C
FSR SNAS-DHL-Lebanon LB Beirut A
FSR Waberer's-Szemerey Logisztika Kft HU Budapest A
TSR Company Name Country Category
TSR Boonstra Holding B.V. NL Level 1 / Category Small
TSR UPS Healthcare Hungary Zrt HU Level 1 / Category Small


ASIA PACIFIC REGION
FSR Company Name Country City Class
FSR DHL-Sinotrans International Air Courier Ltd. China Shanghai A
FSR DHL Express - Port Melbourne VIC Australia Homebush, NSW A
FSR DHL Express - Mascot NSW (1 Keith Smith Avenue) Australia Mascot, NSW A
FSR DHL Express - Port Melbourne VIC Australia Port Melbourne,Victoria A
FSR DHL Express - Newburn WA Australia Newburn,WA A
FSR DHL Express - Brisbane Airport QLD Australia Brisbane A
FSR DHL Express - Mascot NSW (3 Keith Smith Avenue) Australia Mascot, NSW A
FSR DHL Express - Netley SA (ADELAIDE) Australia Netley, SA A
FSR Nippon Express NEC Logistics Hong Kong Limited Hong Kong Tsuen Wan A
FSR Nippon Express (Phils.) Corp.  Philippines Taguig A
FSR Nippon Express (Phils.) Corp.  Philippines Taguig A
FSR NNR GLOBAL LOGISTICS CO. LTD. Japan Tokyo A
FSR Shanghai Hengfeng International Logistics Co,.LTD China Shanghai A
FSR All-Link Logistics Ltd. China Shanghai A
FSR  KWE-Kintetsu World Express (S) Pte Ltd Singapore Singapore A
FSR  Arrow Components (M) Sdn Bhd Malaysia Penang A
FSR Nippon Express (Singapore) Pte Ltd. Singapore Singapore A
FSR ModusLink Electronic Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. China Shenzhen A
FSR Nippon Express (Singapore) Pte Ltd. Singapore Singapore A
FSR Crane Worldwide Logistics Hong Kong Limited Hong Kong Kwai Chung A
FSR DHL Express (S) Pte Ltd Singapore Singapore A
FSR Diamond Freight Services Australia Tullamarine C
FSR Nissin International Logistics (M) SDN BHD Malaysia Penang C
FSR Flipkart Internet Pvt Ltd India Hyderabad C
FSR Flipkart Internet Pvt Ltd India Hyderabad C
FSR Flipkart Internet Pvt Ltd India Hyderabad C
FSR Century Distribution Systems (International) Ltd. China Kowloon C
FSR Bollore Logistics Singapore Pte Ltd Singapore Singapore C
TSR Company Name Country Category
TSR Kwai Bon Transportation Limited Hong Kong Level 2
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TAPA EMEA’s new commercial 
arm, Transported Asset Protection 
Services (TAPS), was launched at 
the start of 2021 to offer value-
added supply chain security 
and resilience solutions for the 
Association’s members and non-
member organisations. 
As an independent commercial operation, 
TAPS is able to develop, manage and deliver 
bespoke security consulting and support 
services using a team of Subject Matter 
Experts to help companies reduce risks, 
increase the resilience of their supply chains, 
and prevent losses.


In keeping with TAPA’s ethos, TAPS’ solutions 
are designed and managed ‘by the industry, 
for the industry’ by highly experienced supply 
chain security professionals. Its ability to 
leverage skillsets and contacts on a project-
by-project basis, and to manage end-to-end 
security support programmes, means TAPS is 
ready to speak to any companies about their 
specific requirements, and to tailor solutions 
accordingly.   


TAPS services include:


• Driver Training


• Project Scope & Management 


•  Documentation – creation of policies and 
procedures 


•  Project Supervision – end-to-end 
management, project monitoring and 
reporting 


•  Auditing (non-certification) – scheduling and 
completion of supply chain security audits  


•  Customised Training – development and 
delivery of bespoke training programmes


One of the TAPS’ teams first projects is to 
develop a Driver Training course which can 
be flexible to the needs of companies using 
the service, and supports the TAPA Trucking 
Security Requirements (TSR) Standard. The 
four-hour training course covers a wide 
range of topics, including:   


•  General and special hazards during 
security transports


• The role of the driver in security transports


•  Checking the load and the loading unit/
equipment


•  Activation of the alarm systems (trailer, 
tractor unit, alarm system, leaving the 
truck)


•  Behaviour in dangerous situations, dealing 
with threats and violence 


•  Route planning, transport monitoring and 
secure parking during rest breaks 


•  Deviations from the transport plan and 
active messages from the driver


•  External AMC: function, meaning, 
application, communication


•  ‘Normal’ messages from the driver versus 
the special function of the panic button


•  The sequence of response events if a driver 
triggers their vehicle’s panic button 


•  Consequences of an ‘accidental’ triggering 
of the panic button


•  Examples of security incidents involving 
drivers, trucks and cargoes


The course being developed will also 
incorporate modules on:


• Robbery response


• How to prepare for a journey


• Do’s & don’ts


•  Expectations and rules for transporting 
high value goods


Technical support
To find out more about TAPS’ services or to 
discuss areas where you may require specialist 
external support, please contact  
taps@tapaemea.org


TAPS – DEVELOPING 
READY-MADE 
AND BESPOKE SUPPLY 
CHAIN RESILIENCE 
CONSULTING AND 
SUPPORT SERVICES


&
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Myanmar, one of the poorest 
countries of southeast Asia, with 
a population of 54 million, only 
opened to foreign investment in 
2011. Expectations generated at 
the time of Myanmar’s opening to 
the world were sky high and the 
country’s economy seemed ready 
to make up for lost time. 
From a mere trickle in 2010-11, foreign direct 
investment hit a high point of US$38 billion 
in 2016. In the same period, mobile phone 
services and internet penetration soared from 
near zero to more than 40% of the population.


However, the recent military coup has likely 
slowed its economic recovery, and the main 
challenge will be faced by foreign direct 
investment (FDI). Some economic predictions 
have been pushed below pre-Covid pandemic 
levels, and, according to reports, it will 
probably impact the interests of trade with 
western countries more than those within 
the ASEAN and Far East regions. Several 
western countries are expected to withdraw 
investment from the country. 


Japan has also reacted to the change 
of government by halting new official 
development aid for the foreseeable future 
amid a global outcry and a crackdown on 


protests in Myanmar. Following the coup, the 
United Nations was quick to issue economic 
sanctions which, economists said, ‘’would 
punish the citizens before punishing the 
perpetrators’’. Fitch Solutions warned: ‘’Export 
outlook will also come under pressure over 
the near term,” on the back of possible supply 
disruptions and higher operating costs in the 
wake of the coup. 


That comes as Myanmar had been poised to 
pick up a bigger share of the global garment 
production market as rising labour costs 
pushed manufacturers out of China. Prospects 
for Myanmar to benefit from the ongoing 
apparel manufacturing relocation trend, 
however, have now dimmed significantly. 
The textile and garment industry could be 
vulnerable to potential trade sanctions from 
the European Union, which makes up about 
16% of Myanmar’s exports. Additionally, 
blocked social media platforms and the  


shutdown of mobile communications 
networks is disrupting business and impacting 
companies that rely on online platforms. 
Several business chambers, as well as local and 
foreign businesses, have publicly warned that 
the provisions will hurt the digital economy 
and undermine foreign investment and 
innovation. 


However, experts say, the economic impact 
of fresh United States’ sanctions could be 
limited by Myanmar’s growing reliance on 
regional trade. Asia is the destination for more 
than two-thirds of exports, led by China and 
Thailand. Fitch Solutions cut its GDP growth 
forecast to an even lower 2% for FY20/21, 
down from 5.6% previously, as well as for 
FY21/22, down from 6%. Maybank predicts 
gross domestic product (GDP) will grow by 
3% in FY2020/21, against an earlier forecast 
of 4.5%, while growth in FY2021/22 could 
come in at 4% compared to the previously 
anticipated 6%. 


Whatever GDP performance may look like at 
the end of the financial year, the silver lining 
is Myanmar’s regional trade, with Singapore, 
China and ASEAN countries not expected to  
respond with any further economic sanctions 
which will restrict trade or investment. Hence 
the impact on trade and exports is not 
expected to be large, given Myanmar’s reliance 
on regional markets, notably Thailand and 
China. 


MYANMAR  
SUPPLY CHAIN AND  
BUSINESS OUTLOOK 
PREDICTIONS
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WELCOME  
TO OUR NEW  
MEMBERS


Please join us in welcoming the latest members to join TAPA EMEA…


Company Country Website


XL Spedition & Transporte GmbH AT www.xl-transporte.at


CTV 2000 ARL IT www.ctv2000arl.it


Abbott US www.abbott.com


Axitea SpA IT www.axitea.com


Alliance Healthcare S.A. PT www.alliance-healthcare.pt


At Trota SA ES www.trota.com


L-EDU EOOD BG www.triplel-edu.com


Facebook UK www.facebook.com


Laguna Technology RO www.laguna-technology.ro/en/home/


Kellogg’s UK www.kelloggs.co.uk/en_GB/home.html


ODTH BE www.odth.be


Lucey Transport Logistics IE www.luceytransport.ie


Spinnaker UK www.spinnaker.co.uk


Eye Watch Security Group BV NL www.eyewatchsecuritygroup.com


Transported Asset Protection Association


Please join us in welcoming the latest members to join TAPA APAC…


Company Country Website


Chongqing Feiliks Modern Logistics CO,. Ltd. China www.feiliks.com


Eli Lilly and Company USA www.lilly.com


Janco Logistics (HK) Ltd Hong Kong www.jancofreight.com


FedEx International Freight Forwarding 
Agency Services (Shanghai) Limited Company


China www.fedex.com/zh-cn


Shanghai A-good Logistics Co., Ltd China www.agood-sh.com


ORGANISED CRIMINALS SWAP $36 MILLION SHIPMENT 
OF COPPER FOR PAINTED ROCKS AFTER INSPECTION
13 people have been taken into 
custody in Turkey after an order 
for $36 million of copper was 
found to have been switched for 
containers full of painted rocks 
as shipments started arriving in 
China. 
According to a report in the insurance 
media, the order had been placed 
by a Swiss commodities trader 
for some 6,000 tonnes of blister 
copper being shipped in more 
than 300 shipping containers. 
The buyer and seller had 
reportedly done business 
together previously. 


The first shipment of copper was initially 
loaded into containers before being surveyed 
by an inspection company, and seals were 
used to prevent fraud. However, the buyer’s 
lawyers claim that, under the cover of 
darkness, organised criminals opened the 
containers, replaced the copper with painted 
paving stones, and switched between fake 
and real container seals in an effort to avoid 


detection.


As ships left the Turkish port 
terminal every few days, the same 


thing happened. With the 
vessels at sea, the trader 


paid the $36 million in five 
instalments. The fraud was 
only discovered when the 
containers began arriving 


in the Chinese port of Lianyungang later that 
month. By then, all eight vessels were en route 
to China, the report states. 


The article in Insurance Journal says that 
normally, in such cases of non-delivery, a 
trading house could make a claim against a 
cargo’s insurance policy but, on this occasion, 
it transpired that just one out of seven 
contracts used by the Turkish company to 
insure the cargo was real. The rest had been 
forged.


The case highlights commodity traders’ 
vulnerability to fraud, even when security and 
inspection controls are in place, the report 
states. The trader is seeking redress in both 
Turkish courts and through a UK arbitration 
case against the copper supplier.
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The supply chain world has 
changed more drastically in 
the last year than it has in more 
than a decade, and with it the 
skillset needed to cope with these 
changes has also evolved.
Even though the launch of Industry 4.0 
was a starting point for reskilling workers, 
the pandemic has ensured that that time 
is now. As the pandemic rages on, the 
uncertain future will give rise to various 
security decisions as well. Society has been 
adapting and changing habits rapidly since 
coronavirus began spreading across the globe. 
However, protecting assets remains crucial for 
organisations and facilities. This is as important 
for supply chains as it is for industries such as 
healthcare, banking and travel. 


Industries such as healthcare, construction and 
manufacturing are already among those which 
need strategic security rethinking, both now 
and post Covid. These industries are bringing 
in the concept of compartmentalisation. In 
information security, compartmentalisation, 
whether public or private, is the limiting of 
access to information to persons or other 
entities on a need-to-know basis to perform 
certain tasks. It originated in the handling 
of classified information in military and 
intelligence applications. 


Facilities may need to have limited access, 
with real-time tracking systems maintained 
by integrated electronic systems. Several 
other industries like event management and 
tourism will have to analyse how to control 
crowd gatherings to maintain social distancing 
to reduce infection transmission rates. The 
process of developing a physical security plan 
now includes virtual meetings, evacuation 
plans, compartmentalisation skills and flow 
of people. This also needs to constantly be 
upgraded and reviewed to prepare for future 
events and emergencies. 


This is especially true for the travel and 
tourism industry. Both business and leisure 
travel remains at an all-time low, even after 
some travel bubbles have opened between 
countries with lower rates of Covid infections. 
Unfortunately, the working-from-home culture 
now in place round the world hits the travel 
industry the most. According to a McKinsey 
report during the early days of the Covid-19 
outbreak, the travel industry was showing a 
global decline in tourism of 35-48%. While 
smaller airlines in some domestic markets 
will recover faster, international tourism may 
not come back to pre-Covid-19 levels before 
2024. As aviation jobs have subsequently 
disappeared, Singapore, for example, has 
reskilled almost a quarter of staff layoffs and 
put them on the frontlines of community 


support centres to help manage the Covid 
recovery programmes. Even before the 
pandemic broke out, former airline staff 
have been reemployed within the healthcare 
industry, where their persuasive customer 
service skills can be effectively deployed. 


Hotels have also been reskilling workers, from 
housekeeping to front desk, and even security. 


According to research, best practises in 
maintaining security and public health 
include: 


• Preventing overcrowding of public spaces


•  Balancing the physical protection of 
financial assets and laying the framework 
for an investment in security services


• Updating ageing security systems


•  Maintaining privacy of both employees and 
the public


• Securing information and data


Reskilling is being slowly implemented. 
However, the Covid-19 outbreak has 
accelerated everything and industry must 
change gears to adapt to this new disruption. 
The question one must then ask in a situation 
like this is ‘should we rework security standards 
for industry and manufacturing to ensure that 
industry is ready for future disruptions?’ 


RESKILLING SECURITY IN INDUSTRY
POST THE COVID-19 ERA







Warehouse thefts remain a 
major worry. According to Loss 
Prevention magazine, cargo theft 
is a $15-$30 billion problem each 
year in the United States alone. 
When it comes to warehouse thefts in Asia 
Pacific, India and China account for the highest 
number of losses from warehouse operations, 
closely followed by thefts of goods in-transit. 
Warehouse thefts are often enacted in very 
short periods of time, and many are often 
based on inside intelligence fed to criminals. 
When it comes to protecting goods in facilities, 
companies can do more to protect themselves, 
the article states. Its recommendations 
include:


Detailed security audits
According to some security commentators, 
video, guards and alarms are outdated and 
a full scale security audit is a better way to 
start, which will include processes and analysis 
instead of simple checks. Companies can also 
employ unannounced audits and checks.


Guard access
A key way to avoid theft is to keep people 
away who are not authorised to be in certain 
parts of your building. This is also known as 
the concept of compartmentalisation. Again, 
this could involve access and safety checks. 
The smaller the number of people you need to 
monitor, the better off are the stocks.


Human surveillance and hotline
While the whole world works on trust, 
constant monitoring of facilities is advisable. 
Making available a hotline for workers to 
anonymously report unusual activity is 
recommended. This can be strictly private 
which will encourage people to report risks 
and suspicious behaviour. Third party call 
service providers can help maintain such lines 
for a company.


Make better hires and observe 
employee behaviour
It makes sense to vet the employees who are 
working for you, taking a careful approach 
to look into applicants’ backgrounds and 


check their references, etc. More diligent 
hiring will result in better employees, which 
reduces thefts and other crimes within the 
facility. Observing employees and looking 
out for behavioural changes can also be a 
more accurate way to monitor or prevent any 
incident from taking place.


Keep an eye on physical security 
A significant portion of incidents in both India 
and China involve thieves stealing goods 
directly from facilities which demonstrate poor 
access controls. One of the most important 
actions warehouse operators can take is to put 
up more visible physical deterrents, including 
fences, installing security cameras connected 
to a monitoring network, and introducing key 
card locks for both internal and external doors. 
These can also be demonstrated to employees 
regularly to help prevent thefts from occurring. 


Guard virtual space for cybercrimes
It is imperative to adopt a strong cybersecurity 
posture, such as by installing anti-malware and 
firewall protection, and by training employees 
on how to spot a potential online threat.


TAPA’s Facility Security Requirements (FSR) 
are respected globally as the most effective 
security standards to protect supply chain 
facility operations. To find out more, go to  
www.tapa-global.org


APAC NEWS


PREVENTING WAREHOUSE THEFTS
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TAPA - AT THE HEART OF THE WORLD'S  
MOST RESILIENT SUPPLY CHAINS


You can make sure your colleagues and 
partners receive their own personal 


copy of Vigilant, TAPA’s digital magazine, 
each month by simply encouraging 


them to register now to join our 
distribution list. It’s that simple! 


Transported Asset Protection Association


ADD YOUR  
COLLEAGUES 
& PARTNERS  


TO OUR  
DISTRIBUTION  


LIST!
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REGISTER NOW!   
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The National Counterintelligence Strategy of the United States of America, 2020-2022 highlights


the expanding and evolving nature of threats to U.S. critical infrastructure organizations from


foreign state and non-state actors. Foreign adversaries are no longer simply targeting the U.S.


government, as was often the case during the Cold War, but today are using their sophisticated


intelligence capabilities against a much broader set of targets, including U.S. critical


infrastructure and other private sector and academic entities. These U.S. industry and academic


organizations are now squarely in the geopolitical battlespace. 


Among other activities, foreign threat actors are collecting large sets of public and non-public


data about these organizations and their workforces at an unprecedented level. By combining


this information with advanced data analytic capabilities and other tools, foreign adversaries are


afforded vast opportunities to identify, target, and exploit vulnerable people in U.S. workforces


to further their geopolitical interests at America’s expense. Their strengths are identifying our


weaknesses and our threats are their opportunities. 


Given this threat landscape, it is imperative that critical infrastructure entities prioritize and


dedicate resources to preempt and/or mitigate insider threats. Insider threats are trusted


individuals in an organization who may use their authorized access to facilities, personnel, and


information to cause harm to their organization -- whether intentionally or unintentionally.  


Overview







The National Insider Threat Task Force (NITTF) has produced a wealth of standards, advisories,


guides, and bulletins to help organizations build effective insider threat programs. Although the


NITTF was created in response to compromises of classified information, the NITTF promotes


organizational practices that proactively address all insider threats, while protecting the privacy


and civil liberties of employees in the workforce. The NITTF model is focused on human


behaviors -- seeking to identify anomalous behaviors and address them before significant


damage is done to the workforce, the organization, or the mission. NITTF’s model is widely


recognized across the government and industry as a best practice for protecting all


organizational resources. 


The National Counterintelligence and Security Center (NCSC) raises threat awareness and


promotes practices designed to protect the nation against foreign intelligence threats. Programs


and practices that are designed to counter insider threats, while not formal counterintelligence


programs, help strengthen the nation’s overall counterintelligence posture. 


The intent of this report is to raise awareness of the human threat to critical infrastructure,


provide information on how to incorporate this threat vector into organizational risk


management, and offer best practices on how to mitigate insider threats. This report


complements existing NITTF guidance by offering an expanded discussion of how critical


infrastructure entities can use insider threat programs that focus on human behaviors to


address key vulnerabilities and prevent them from being exploited by adversaries. 
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Insider Threat


The “Insider Threat” has been part of human history from the origins of civilization. Almost all


cultures have historical tales of insider threats. U.S. history is full of anecdotes that highlight the


threat faced when a trusted confidant turns. From Benedict Arnold to recent, catastrophic,


unauthorized disclosures of classified information, there is a common narrative -- trusted and


capable human beings, facing life challenges, change course and ultimately do harm. 


Given the resources that foreign adversaries are dedicating to exploit or coopt insiders within


organizations they seek to penetrate, insider threats will be an enduring part of the threat and


risk landscape for most critical infrastructure entities for years to come. 


The solution? Since insider threats are a human problem, they require a human solution.


Technology can enable organizations to get a better sense of workforce behavior, particularly in


its virtual domains, but the most important resource an organization has to counter insider


threats is the workforce itself. To help mitigate these threats, an organization must, at a


minimum, achieve two things: 


Have a program that identifies individual anomalous behavior and the


resources to respond.


Respond to anomalous behavior in a way that fosters trust and leverages


the workforce as a partner.


1.


2.
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Target: Critical Infrastructure


Critical infrastructure entities encompass the 16 sectors defined by Presidential Policy Directive


21 (Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience), including the U.S. electric grid,


telecommunications networks, financial institutions, manufacturing facilities, transportation


facilities, and hospitals. These sectors feature not only physical assets like roads and fiber, but


also the intellectual capital behind them -- the people involved in health care, energy research,


food production, green technologies, and many more areas. These individuals are among the


primary targets of foreign adversaries who seek to gain access to our critical resources for


nefarious purposes.
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Witting or unwitting, insider threats within U.S. critical infrastructure entities can cause grave


harm to national security and public safety, as well as to individual corporations and state and


local governments. Improving ways to mitigate such threats is in the national interest and in the


interests of individual organizations. 


NCSC and the NITTF, in partnership with the Departments of Homeland Security, Treasury,


Energy, Defense, and others, are working to better support critical infrastructure entities in the


U.S. private sector; state, city, and local governments; and academia. We encourage critical


infrastructure entities to invest in human-behavior-focused insider threat programs that


enhance and supplement traditional security practices and are tailored to their environments


and unique threats and risks. 







How the Risk and Threat
Environment is Changing


The U.S. threat environment is changing in ways that require new kinds and


levels of attention. U.S. critical infrastructure is both in the geopolitical battle


space and the target of extensive criminal activities.
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Foreign intelligence threats to the United States have never been more complex or dynamic than


they are today. Foreign threat actors have increasingly sophisticated intelligence capabilities and


are employing them in new ways to target the United States. Furthermore, these threat actors


have an expanded set of targets and vulnerabilities to exploit in order to advance their interests.


On a daily basis, adversaries are learning and adapting to our security measures. 


Harming U.S. critical infrastructure is one way for foreign adversaries to inflict severe damage


on U.S. national security, economic security, or public health and safety. According to the


National Counterintelligence Strategy of the United States of America, 2020-2022:


“Foreign intelligence entities are developing the capacity to exploit, disrupt, or degrade


critical infrastructure worldwide. Their efforts likely are aimed at influencing or


coercing U.S. decision makers in a time of crisis by holding critical infrastructure at


risk. The decentralized and digital nature of critical infrastructure worldwide creates


vulnerabilities that could be exploited by foreign intelligence entities, and they also are


targeting the facilities and networks that underpin global energy and financial


markets, telecommunications services, government functions, and defense capabilities.”


Given this evolving threat landscape and the fact that much of U.S. critical infrastructure is


privately-owned, securing the critical infrastructure is not solely a function of the U.S.


Intelligence Community or even the federal government writ large. Solutions must involve the


private sector and other stakeholders. There is an unprecedented imperative for public-private


collaboration to collectively “raise our game” in protecting U.S. critical infrastructure. 







It is important to frame insider threats to U.S. critical infrastructure entities in the context of


remote-access cyber threats (such as phishing campaigns), which tend to be more prominent in


the public view. Critical infrastructure protection discussions have often become synonymous


with cyber security discussions, focusing primarily on the battlefield (cyber) and not the threat


actor (the human being). Yet, more often than not, there is a human with access who


compromises the integrity of our resources. 


Critical infrastructure entities will continue to become more reliant on Information and


Communications technologies (ICT). There will likely be more interdependencies between ICT


elements and thereby more vulnerabilities. Remote-access cyber threats pose continual and


serious threats to critical infrastructure entities, but insiders can exploit ICT vulnerabilities


without remote-access via the Internet. Even if remote-access cyber protections are highly


effective, an adversary may find that an insider is the most feasible means of penetrating an


organization. 


Insider threats are an increasingly important threat vector to


critical infrastructure, both within the context of cybersecurity or


supply chain risk, and within the broader risk to security. 


Insider threats can cause harm through economic espionage,


sabotage, workplace violence, fraud and other misuse of corporate


resources. Insider threat activities can involve deliberate actions by


insiders working with Foreign Intelligence Entities, or other actions


by insiders with malicious or criminal motives. Finally, insiders can


also cause harm through simple negligence or carelessness. The


current tense ideational-ideological landscape in the U.S.


exacerbates these risks, giving some people more motivations and


making others more vulnerable to high levels of stress.


Insider Threats Pose New Kinds
of Challenges


Insider threats to critical infrastructure entities are growing. These threats are


often less appreciated than remote-access cyber threats and can be more difficult


to mitigate.
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Geopolitics in your
neighborhood


The interest of foreign
adversaries in US critical
infrastructure means that
geopolitical tensions could
affect your company or
state/local entity in ways
not seen in the Cold War
or subsequent periods. It
is increasingly true that
“you might not be
interested in war, but war
is interested in you.”







The Covid-19 pandemic has caused unprecedented crises of public health, public safety, and


economic security for America and nations around the globe. For many U.S. state and local


entities, companies, and the individuals who work for them, the pandemic has brought


incredible new stresses. These stresses are recognized by Foreign Intelligence Entities as


opportunities. 


With more individuals working remotely or from home, the pandemic has fostered greater


reliance on less-secure information and communications technologies that may be exploited by


adversaries, and more interdependencies between elements of these technologies. At the same


time, there are potentially greater individual and family anxieties over job security, health, and


other issues. A tense national economic, social, and political landscape may serve to further


exacerbate these tensions. In short, many employees in the workforce are facing unprecedented


stresses at home, have become more isolated from their organizations, and are increasingly


reliant upon less-secure information technologies to work. 


In this environment, robust and adaptive insider threat programs are more necessary and more


difficult. They are more necessary due to the increased salience of insider threat motivations,


behaviors, and stresses. Insider threat programs are increasingly difficult in this environment


because the crisis puts stress on corporate and government resources, including security


programs. 


How the Covid-19 Crisis Affects
the Threat/Risk Landscape


The Covid-19 pandemic -- involving public health, safety, and economic insecurity


-- is likely to aggravate the threat environment, including insider threats. 
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In the current environment, there is a new


imperative for organizations to take stock of their


security postures to ensure they match the evolving


threat and risk landscape. 
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Security as an Evolving Cycle


Countering insider threats requires a whole-of-organization effort


founded on an informed, aware, and dedicated workforce. Fostering


a sense of organizational citizenship and promoting a culture of


security is critical to addressing insider threats. True


organizational security, in both a national security and a business


sense, is the responsibility of everyone in the organization. 


An effective insider threat program is not merely “a security


program,” but a sustained employee outreach and awareness effort


that promotes a shared responsibility for the protection of the


organization and the workforce. 


For more than half a century, the U.S. government has promoted


the concept of “Operations Security” or OPSEC. At its core, OPSEC


involves a risk management cycle that considers adversarial threat


(intent and capabilities) when assessing organizational


vulnerabilities and implementing appropriate mitigation practices. 


With foreign state and non-state threat actors increasingly


targeting America’s industry and critical infrastructure, it is


imperative that industry incorporate foreign adversarial threats


into their risk management and business practices and ensure that


their workforces are part of the solution, not the problem. 
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The evolving threat environment should prompt questions among


organizations about the extent to which their security posture is well-


matched against today’s threats. Protections against external physical


access and remote-access cyber threats are often more developed than


protections against insider threats. Taking stock of one’s security posture


is a first step toward addressing emerging threats.


For many organizations, the sheer number and scope of potential
threats and risks creates uncertainties over which to prioritize.
Frequently, the response is to stick with the seemingly most salient
risks -- often involving physical access and remote-access cyber.


Most organizations have built some forms of security against risks
and threats, but these security measures may not match the latest
threat landscape. Threats and risks tend to be countered in
specialized “stovepipes” -- making an enterprise view difficult. 


For some organizations, a “check the box syndrome” can be in play.
Security programs in name only can be seen as better than no
programs at all. Such risk framing can contribute to serious
security deficiencies. 


Augmenting an existing security structure or creating a new
security program is often difficult to resource. Even when sticking
with a legacy security posture, it is important to review and assess
the posture to ensure it addresses current and emerging threats.


In the evolving threat environment, corporate and government leaders


need to be able to answer the following kinds of questions: What is the


organization’s overall enterprise security posture? What are the most


recent investments or organizational changes in security? How could


either be mismatched with the current and emerging threat


environment? Who in management is in a position to know if there is


such a mismatch? Who is accountable for insider threat incidents,


responses, or larger security posture mismatches? If such questions


cannot be answered based on existing policies and practices, there is


likely even more of a need for a security posture review and


assessment.
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Security posture assessments can help determine if your organization performs


“intelligence-like” functions -- the ability to gather and process information


relevant to organizational security. Serious security events can be the result of


organizational intelligence failure.


Creating a security intelligence program to analyze threats and vulnerabilities to personnel, physical,
and information disciplines


Conducting trend analysis of frequent security violations and patterns of “close call” incidents


Developing a communications plan to educate the workforce of security concerns


Integrating multiple organizational disciplines (human resources, wellness, Information Technology,
etc.) into security planning and operations


Staying current on internal and external threats (and looking over the horizon)


Ensuring resources are available for cross-organization learning


Incorporating full civil liberties and privacy protections into security and intelligence-like programs


To effectively respond to threats, many critical infrastructure entities will need to create a


security “intelligence” function or enhance their existing one. Intelligence in the context of the


U.S. Intelligence Community refers to the information —questions, insights, hypotheses, data,


evidence — relevant to inform U.S. policy decisions. Intelligence in the context of critical


infrastructure organizations is information necessary for the successful pursuit of


organizational goals and for protection against threats and risks. Key elements of an


intelligence function to enhance critical infrastructure security include:


For U.S. government insider threat programs, one minimum standard is access to


“counterintelligence” information. While a formal counterintelligence program is not likely


feasible for many in the corporate world, it is imperative that information about foreign


adversarial threats, including intent and capabilities, are incorporated into organizational risk


management practices to protect against determined, organized, and well-financed adversaries.


Such programs will help protect your organization and its workforce, and, where critical


infrastructure is at risk, potentially U.S. national security and public safety. An insider threat


program is not a counterintelligence program, but understanding adversarial threats and


incorporating them into risk management efforts will help an insider threat program focus its


efforts and better prepare the workforce to counter the threat. 
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Nine Elements of Insider Threat Programs
for Critical Infrastructure Entities


I. Recognize that the insider threat is a human challenge 


As noted above, the insider threat is a human problem requiring human solutions. The insider


threat is the risk that a trusted member of the workforce will use their access to harm


themselves, their colleagues, or their organization. Insider threats can be witting -- knowingly


inflicting harm -- or they may unwittingly do harm though negligence or carelessness. In the


vast majority of documented cases, however, an “insider threat” did not start as a threat, but


developed into one over time. In most cases, anomalous behaviors of concern were present


before a negative act occurred. 


Proactive insider threat programs work to identify risk indicators by focusing on anomalous


human behaviors, so early intervention can occur, leading to positive outcomes for at-risk


individuals and reduced risk to organizations. These programs facilitate and deploy mitigation


response options that protect the organization and its assets while safeguarding the privacy


and civil liberties of employees in the workforce.


 


An insider threat program is not a security program; it is not a cybersecurity (information


security) program; and it is not a counterintelligence program. It is a new and unique


discipline focused on human behavior -- looking for anomalies, contextualizing them, and


facilitating an appropriate organization response. More often than not, the insider threat


program is not the responder, it is the facilitator. 


An effective insider threat program leverages an informed and empowered workforce to help


flag anomalous behaviors so at-risk employees can get the assistance they need before


becoming threats to themselves, the workforce, or the organization. 


II. Have a dedicated insider threat program 


An insider threat program is designed to help an organization and its employees get ahead of


workforce problems before they occur. As noted previously, such programs involve sustained


employee outreach efforts that promote a shared responsibility for the protection of the


organization and the workforce. 
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The NITTF has extensive materials to help organizations create and advance insider threat


programs. The NITTF model is used by the Department of Defense and the Department of


Homeland Security (DHS) to address all organizational threats, from unauthorized disclosures


to suicides. NITTF’s model is recognized by the National Institute of Standards and Technology


as a best practice for protecting unclassified information, and by the DHS-housed Interagency


Security Committee as a strong foundation for preventing active shooters and other workplace


violence. 


The NITTF model is scalable and applicable to all types of organizations, both public and


private. Within the government, it has been applied effectively across a broad range of


organizational missions and constructs, from sophisticated intelligence agencies to small


regulatory agencies. NITTF resources are available on the NCSC website at www.ncsc.gov along


with links to insider threat resources from other federal agencies. 


III. The complexity of insider threats merits


specialized attention and requires participation and


commitment from the entire workforce 


Specialized attention by an organization is crucial for insider


threat programs due to the need to mesh different management


responsibilities, the inherent ambiguity of human behavior, the


complexity of norms and rules for use of information and


communications technologies, the sensitivity of computer


monitoring, and the nuances of legal and privacy considerations. 


What's in a name?


There is no need to call
your program an “insider
threat” program.However,
what your program is
called and where it is
placed can impact both its
mission and image. If it is
placed under security, it
will always be viewed as a
security program both by
leadership and the
workforce. 


Broad participation and commitment from the workforce are also essential for insider threat


programs. The most effective tool an organization has to identify potential insider threats are


employees and managers who are empowered to report anomalies and other issues of concern in


the work environment. Mitigating insider threats also requires a sense of co-responsibility


among members of the workforce -- between managers and employees, and between different


levels of managers. The emphasis on co-responsibility across the workforce is the primary way


to offset perceptions that corporate intelligence functions or insider threat measures are treating


employees as suspects. 



http://www.ncsc.gov/
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IV. Incorporate components from across the organization in structuring an


insider threat program 


It is important to identify and partner with stakeholders across the organization to facilitate


appropriate insider threat responses, to assess the effectiveness of the program, and to gauge the


need for adjustment. Depending on the size and scope of the organization, these stakeholders


should include representatives from human resources, security, counterintelligence (or similar


function), cybersecurity/information security, internal policymakers, training, and legal,


privacy and civil liberties, as well as front-line leaders. Including multiple components of the


organization in an insider threat program is essential because information indicating an insider


threat can come from multiple sources. Sometimes individual indicators are not considered a


problem, but when coupled with information from across the organization, they may reveal an


issue. 


Stakeholders across the organization all bear the responsibility for organizational responses to


insider threats. A successful insider threat program must leverage tools from across the


organization to properly address the full spectrum of potential issues. This tool chest must


include capabilities well beyond security responses or adverse actions. For success, an


organization must also leverage programs to help at-risk employees, such as crisis intervention,


employee assistance, financial counseling, peer support groups, and other programs designed to


foster organizational citizenship. 


It is important to identify and partner with key stakeholders across the organization to facilitate


appropriate insider threat responses, to assess the effectiveness of the insider threat program,


and to gauge the need for adjustment. Depending on the size and scope of the organization, these


stakeholders should include representatives from human resources, security,


counterintelligence (or similar function), cybersecurity/information security, internal


policymakers, training, and legal, privacy and civil liberties, as well as front-line leaders.


Including multiple components of the organization in an insider threat program is essential


because information indicating an insider threat can come from multiple sources. Sometimes


individual indicators are not considered a problem, but when coupled with information from


across the organization, they may reveal an issue.
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V. Designate a top-level senior official to oversee the insider threat program and


ensure the counter insider threat mission is promoted across the organization 


Experience has demonstrated that U.S. government and industry organizations with effective


insider threat prevention and mitigation programs have a designated senior official with access


to the organizational head, and a dedicated program office for insider threat advocacy,


persistence, and accountability. In its 2019 Insider Threat Program Maturity Framework, the


NITTF recommended a single responsible executive as a key element of a mature program. 


If everyone is responsible,
no one is responsible


Insider threat mitigation as a
collateral duty is problematic. That
said, critical infrastructure entities
face decisions on insider threat
program structure that could involve
multiple designated officials and
discrete program offices. For large
organizations, there is often need for
as many insider threat programs as is
needed to both ensure the lateral and
upward flow of information and
ensure that responsible officials have
the authority to take action as
needed. 


VI. Effective insider threat programs are


attentive to threats and risks to an


organization’s “crown jewels” 


The “crown jewels” of an organization are the


information or resources that, if stolen or destroyed,


would damage or destroy the enterprise. They are


often the materials most sought by outsiders and


foreign adversaries. Identifying such crown jewels can


help organizations conceptualize the potential for


adversaries to target any and all employees who have


access to these assets. This common risk management


practice can also help focus workforce awareness


efforts and help insider threat programs tailor their


analysis efforts. 


VII. Successful insider threat programs are fueled by an upward flow of insider-


relevant information from the workforce 


Successful insider threat programs create a process whereby employees are empowered to


identify and report to first-line managers, or other supervisors, anomalous behaviors and issues


of concern in the work environment. Ideally, the flow is automatic, fostered by a sense of


organizational citizenship and trust. 


Such flow of information may seem like an employee responsibility, but the conditions for such


flow are set by the leadership of an organization -- based on corporate policy, training and
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awareness measures, expectations on adverse reactions, adjudication, and the cultural


dimensions of trust. 


Leadership must set the stage for effective flow by defining: What are the criteria for reporting?


To whom? How far up will the flow go? How is information protected? Will employees’ privacy


and reputations be protected? Employees are more likely to come forward and report concerns


within the workforce if these questions are settled. An insider threat program should protect its


information and the confidentiality of employees, but the program’s practices should be fair and


transparent to engender trust among the workforce. 


VIII. Technological systems for mitigating insider threats should be integrated


with broader programs for detection and deterrence, but are not silver-bullet


solutions 


An important tool for deterring and detecting insider threats is operating technology that flags


anomalous behavior on computer systems or that flags access to specialized locations within


facilities. Such technology can provide potent tools for corporate intelligence and insider threat


programs. 


Foremost among insider threat mitigation technologies is User Activity Monitoring (UAM). This


is the technical capability to observe and record the actions and activities of individuals


operating on your computer networks in order to detect potential risk indicators and support


mitigation responses. 


The purpose of UAM differs from that of traditional cybersecurity/information security tools.


While both serve important roles in countering insider threats, traditional cybersecurity /


information tools tend to focus on information flowing out of the organization. They do not


serve the primary function of an insider threat program -- observing human behavior where it


occurs. Accordingly, UAM is effective where humans behave most in the virtual world. While


there is an inclination to think UAM needs to be in place on an organization’s most sensitive


networks, the reality may be that open, publicly-connected networks may show human behavior


most indicative of a problem. 


Even with UAM observing human behavior in the virtual world, the most effective “sensors” for


potential insider threats are other employees and managers observing behaviors in the real 







world -- assuming they are willing, encouraged and trusted to communicate their concerns. In


short, technology is no substitute for creating an organizational culture that fosters robust


internal communications to combat insider threats.


IX. Tabletop and red teaming exercises help strengthen insider threat programs
 


Tabletop exercises, both at the working level and at the executive stakeholder level, are


recognized by the NITTF as a key element of insider threat program maturity. They help create


rapport across organizational programs, identify potential gaps in policy or procedure, and


improve operating practices. 


When sponsored and supported by the right levels of management, red teaming or adversary


simulation exercises can also identify and explore security threats and risks that may not be


obvious or sufficiently appreciated. These exercises often involve deploying a team of subject


matter experts posing as adversaries to challenge plans, policies, systems and assumptions of an


organization. Red teaming can provide opportunities to share critical information on


vulnerabilities across organizational stovepipes, including physical security, data, cybersecurity,


human resources, legal, contracting, and others. 
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The first step of successful mitigation is threat awareness. Government and private sector


organizations will become more successful in combating insider threats when they develop


greater awareness of the consequences of these threats nationwide. Understanding the ways in


which insider threats can wreak havoc on organizational reputations, bottom lines, intellectual


property, public safety, workplace safety, and U.S. national and economic security are crucial for


success in this realm. Insider threats need to be appreciated by leaders, workers, and the general


public as much as remote-access cyber threats and they should be considered together with


cyber and supply chain threats.


Success will also be realized when insider threat programs across industry and government


foster a sense of organizational citizenship and are viewed as a shared responsibility among


employees. As a new discipline that is distinct from, but related to, traditional security and


counterintelligence programs, insider threat programs need stakeholder buy-in from employees


so they can serve as trusted means to facilitate appropriate organizational responses. Insider


threat programs also need senior-level support, engagement, and appropriate resources.


Finally, instead of responding retroactively to new risks posed by new technologies and new


uses, organizations should anticipate those risks and build protections against insider threats


early on. Programs to deter, detect and mitigate insider threats need to mature and evolve to the


point where they are not considered unnecessary costs, but essential to the mission success of an


organization and its ability to maintain organizational integrity and safety.
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What Does Success Look Like?











